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MOMA to present six new long-term, site-speci�c contemporary artworks for
their reopening.

Installation view of Fossil Psychics for Christa (2019) by Kerstin Brätsch, The Museum of Modern Art, New York. © 2019 The Museum of Modern Art. Photo: Heidi Bohnenkamp

The Museum of Modern Art have announced six long-term, site-speci�c contemporary artworks, on view in public spaces to celebrate MoMA’s opening on October 21, 2019. Featured in

the Samuel and Ronnie Heyman Lobby, Cafe? 2, the Louise Reinhardt Smith Gallery, the Carroll and Milton Petrie Terrace Cafe?, and the Lewis B. and Dorothy Cullman Education and

Research Building, visitors will see new commissions by Kerstin Bra?tsch (German, born 1979), Experimental Jetset (Danny van den Dungen, Marieke Stolk, and Erwin Brinkers, founded in

1997), Goshka Macuga (Polish, born 1967), Yoko Ono (Japanese, born 1933), and Philippe Parreno (French, born 1964). Additionally, a large-scale work by Haim Steinbach (Israeli and

American, born 1944), acquired on the occasion of The Museum of Modern Art’s 2019 reopening, will also be on view for the �rst time at MoMA. This suite of contemporary displays is

organized by Yasmil Raymond, former Associate Curator, Department of Painting and Sculpture, with Tara Keny, Curatorial Assistant, Modern Women’s Fund, Department of Drawings and

Prints.

Kerstin Bra?tsch (https://fadmagazine.com/2015/01/03/the-15-artists-to-watch-in-2015/) For her site-speci�c commission in the Petrie Terrace Cafe?, Fossil Psychics for Christa (2019),

Bra?tsch created a multipart installation in a range of mediums evoking fragmented brushstrokes. After researching pigments used in Italian Renaissance paintings, the artist developed the

colours for the hand-painted tempera walls and channels of the restaurant interior in collaboration with Italian decorative painters Valter Cipriani and Carolina D’Ayala. Bra?tsch also worked

with Cipriani to make the 35 reliefs on the walls, using the 17th- century Italian technique stucco-marmo, in which pigments are mixed with wet plaster and glue, then polished, to create

the e�ect of marble. These vibrant works evoke not only brushstrokes but also fossil-like fragments and fantastical creatures. A custom wallpaper integrates recurring elements in work—

dinosaurs, coloured marbled stone, and cutouts—into MoMA’s signature black marble motif.

Experimental Jetset (https://fadmagazine.com/2013/02/08/preview-nyc-1993-experimental-jet-set-trash-and-no-star/) For their commission in Cafe? 2, Full-Scale False Scale (2019),

graphic design collective Experimental Jetset referred to two historic architectural sites. The �rst is the interior of Cafe? L’Aubette, in Strasbourg, a collaboration between artists Theo van

Doesburg, Sophie Taeuber-Arp, and Jean Arp, completed in 1928. The second is Philip Johnson’s 1964 extension of MoMA, in which Cafe? 2 is located. Experimental Jetset incorporated the

colours and use of relief seen in the early modern restaurant into metal panels that echo the curved edges of Johnson’s windows. Texts and terms relating to modernist theories of color

and space are quoted on the walls and placemats.

Installation view of Exhibition M (2019) by Goshka Macuga, The Museum of Modern Art, New York. © 2019 The Museum of Modern Art. Photo: Heidi Bohnenkamp

Goshka Macuga (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/goshka-macuga/) In Macuga’s commission, a monumental Jacquard tapestry installed in the Cullman Education and Research Building,

the artist surrounds herself with images of over 100 works of art from MoMA’s collection and Archives, and her own work. This image evokes a photograph taken in 1954 of the French

politician, publisher, and novelist Andre? Malraux observing the layout of Le Muse?e imaginaire de la sculpture mondiale (The Imaginary Museum of World Sculpture). Malraux observed
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that museums “estrange the works they bring together from their original functions and . . . transform even portraits into ‘pictures.’” Inspired by time spent in MoMA’s Archives conducting

research on the Museum’s collection and exhibition history, Macuga created her own layout of a book of an imaginary exhibition, Exhibition M. The resulting tapestry frames the Museum

and its collection as a living entity, open to reinterpretation and reevaluation.

Installation view of PEACE is POWER (2019) by Yoko Ono, The Museum of Modern Art, New York. © 2019 The Museum of Modern Art. Photo: Heidi Bohnenkamp

Yoko Ono (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/yoko-ono/) Yoko Ono’s commission in the third-�oor Louise Reinhardt Smith Gallery, PEACE is POWER (2019), is the latest in the artist’s long

history of social engagement and of collaborating with the Museum. In response to the Vietnam War, Yoko Ono and John Lennon established the concept “WAR IS OVER! (if you want it)”

in 1969, hoping to rouse a generation to conceive of a world without war. Similarly, her invitation to “Imagine Peace” has been expressed since the early 2000s through billboards,

advertisements, posters, and, more recently, tweets. In this installation, Ono covered the walls and ceiling of the space with blue sky, a recurring motif in her practice. The title of the work

appears across the windows in 24 languages, and woven into the furniture’s upholstery is the a�rmation “yes, yes, yes,” in Ono’s handwriting.

Philippe Parreno (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/philippe-parreno/) “A sensible and sentient automaton that perceives and re�ects” is how Parreno describes this site-speci�c

environment. Consisting of a series of interconnected objects, Echo (Danny the Street) “lives” in the Museum’s lobby and moves in response to data culled from its surroundings in real

time. Like the �ctional DC Comics character Danny the Street—an omnipresent superhero who communicates with others by morphing into buildings, street signs, and lights—Parreno’s

work is a living piece of urban geography that takes di�erent forms throughout the day. His automaton manifests itself through motorized sculptures, light, video animation, and sound,

creating “a space as a being.”

Installation view of hello again (2013) by Haim Steinbach, The Museum of Modern Art, New York. © 2019 The Museum of Modern Art. Photo: Heidi Bohnenkamp

Haim Steinbach (https://fadmagazine.com/2018/01/03/haim-steinbach-it-was-a-concept-that-generated-a-new-historical-movement-in-contemporary-art/)Steinbach’s hello again

(2013), acquired on the occasion of MoMA’s reopening, will also be installed in the Museum’s main lobby as part of this suite of contemporary art in public spaces. Over the past four

decades, Steinbach has amassed a collection of carefully chosen phrases and slogans from newspapers, magazines, books, and other everyday sources. hello again is part of this

ongoing series of “found statements,” which are humorously infused with philosophical undertones as they are removed from their original contexts. He reproduced hello again in its

original font, altering only its scale, which is adjusted to the dimensions of the wall where it is installed. In this way, the language itself becomes an image, and vice versa.

MOMA reopens on October 21st www.moma.org/about/new-moma (https://www.moma.org/about/new-moma?

gclid=EAIaIQobChMIxpvpoZ6R5QIViZntCh2QTAOSEAAYASAAEgKiWvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds)

This entry was posted in Art Stu� New York (https://fadmagazine.com/category/art-new-york/) and tagged Experimental Jetset (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/experimental-jetset/),

Goshka Macuga (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/goshka-macuga/), Haim Steinbach (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/haim-steinbach/), Kerstin Bra?tsch

(https://fadmagazine.com/tag/kerstin-bra%cc%88tsch/), Philippe Parreno (https://fadmagazine.com/tag/philippe-parreno/), The Museum of Modern Art

A new MoMA opens October 21A new MoMA opens October 21
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Magasin III Museum & Foundation for Contemporary Art
opens new space in Jaffa, Israel
Posted on 15/05/2018

     2 Votes

Magasin III Museum & Foundation for Contemporary Art has opened its longawaited
satellite space in Jaffa, a historical port town in the south of Tel Aviv, Israel.

Magasin III Jaffa opened on 20 January 2018 with a show by Israeliborn American artist Haim Steinbach, his first solo
exhibition in Israel. Art Radar looks at the history of Magasin III and its launch show in Jaffa.

Founded in 1987, Magasin III is a Stockholmbased private institution devoted to bringing international contemporary
art to Sweden. In addition to its ambitious exhibitions, the foundation has a growing collection of works by
internationally established artists.

Since it was founded by curator David Neuman over three decades ago, the institution has been an innovative platform
for contemporary art as well as supporting its production, by collaborating with artists on commissions of new work. In

ShareShare

Installation view, Magasin III Jaffa. Image courtesy Magasin III Jaffa. Photo: Youval Hai.
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its history, it has staged presentations by artists such as Lars Nilsson, Ernesto Neto, Alfredo Jaar, Tamara
Henderson, Katharina Grosse, Christian Boltanski, and Jake and Dinos Chapman.

A new art space for Tel Aviv

Installation view, Magasin III Jaffa. Image courtesy Magasin III Jaffa. Photo: Youval Hai.
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The expansion to Tel Aviv comes during a twoyear hiatus of Magasin III’s Stockholm space. The converted warehouse
in the Frihamnen (old port) neighbourhood closed with an exhibition of works by Tony Oursler in June 2017. The so
called “intermission” will see a strategic rethink of the institution, as well as a collaboration with Stockholm University on
a new exhibition space opening in 2019.

As the Director of Magasin III Museum & Foundation for Contemporary Art, Tessa Praun, says:

The public program at Magasin III in Stockholm is currently closed. Over the next two years, the
Museum will examine alternative ways to engage with visitors and take the opportunity to fully
evaluate how it can best continue to support art and artists both nationally and internationally.
Further details of future programming in Stockholm will be announced in 2018. The Stockholm
team is of course also engaged in supporting the satellite space.

Working with a team of Tel Aviv natives, including curator and General Manager Karmit Galili, Magasin III Jaffa aims to
fill a gap in the rapidlyexpanding international art scene of Israel’s cultural capital, while responding to the eclectic mix
of Christian, Jewish and Muslim populations and commercial hubbub of Jaffa. Galili says:

This is a truly exciting addition to our city. The satellite defines Magasin III’s longstanding
involvement with the cultural scene in Israel. The area where Magasin III Jaffa is located has a
rich and mixed history and we are very much looking forward to contributing to it and engaging
with new audiences.

Installation view, Magasin III Jaffa. Image courtesy Magasin III Jaffa. Photo: Youval Hai.
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After extensive renovations, Magasin III opened in the ground floor of an Ottoman stone house, between a hairdresser
and a houseware shop on 34 Olei Zion, a residential neighbourhood that borders with Jaffa’s famous flea market. The
exhibition site was carefully selected to be easily accessible to all residents. Indeed, the space itself has been designed
to enable the exhibitions to be seen from the outside at all times – seven days a week. Situated between two small
parallel streets, the museum’s dual glass frontage creates an open tunnellike space between them.

Selecting IsraeliAmerican artist Haim Steinbach for its inaugural exhibition, Magasin III Jaffa extends founder David
Neuman’s particular consideration of sitespecificity and social contexts. The exhibition of Steinbach’s work,
entitled “zerubbabel”, marks the launch of a diverse programme at Magasin III Jaffa that will feature both
international and local artists.

As Neuman notes,

Haim Steinbach belongs to the most quintessential group of Contemporary artists—those that so
importantly have pushed the boundaries of visual expression. The upcoming exhibition will
clearly establish a benchmark for future presentations at Magasin III Jaffa. It is our utmost
pleasure to present Haim Steinbach’s art to local and international audiences.

Haim Steinbach, “hallelujah” (2017). Image courtesy Magasin III Jaffa. Photo: Youval Hai.
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Framing Devices: Haim Steinbach

Haim Steinbach was born in 1944 in Rehovot, Palestine, and has lived in the United States since 1957. He received a
BFA from Pratt Institute in 1968, followed by an MFA from Yale University in Connecticut in 1973 and currently has a
studio in Ridgewood, Queens, New York. Throughout his career, Steinbach has exhibited his work at major museums
worldwide. In 2013, the Hessel Museum of Art at Bard College in New York presented a solo exhibition of the artist’s
work since the early 1970s, entitled “once again the world is flat”, which travelled to Kunsthalle Zurich and Serpentine
Gallery, London. His work has been included in many major international group exhibitions, such as the Paris
Triennale in 2012, the 47th Venice Biennale in 1997, the 9th Biennale of Sydney in 1992, and Documenta IX,
Kassel, in 1992.

In his artistic practice, Steinbach selects and arranges objects in ways that give emphasis to their aesthetic presence
and physical arbitrariness. These objects come from a spectrum of social and cultural contexts and are put together in a
way that is analogous to the arrangement of words in a poem, or to the musical notes in a score. Steinbach’s work sets
forth new contexts for a wide range of objects that are handmade and massproduced, ordinary as well as
extraordinary, new and old.

Steinbach often refers to the structures he builds for the objects he presents as “framing devices”. Shelves by any other
name, these devices function to display the objects and to give equal weighting to each, regardless of their position in
cultural hierarchies.

In this way, Steinbach sets up an antagonism within his work between high and low culture, the unique and the
multiple, the personal and the universal. Steinbach considers both the objects themselves, and the language that forms
the titles of his works as ‘found objects’. His titles come from a range of vernacular sources, such as texts, headings in
magazines or adverts. They are often statements and sayings that may be idiomatic, allegorical or proverbial.

Installation view, Magasin III Jaffa. Image courtesy Magasin III Jaffa. Photo: Youval Hai.
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“zerubabbel” presents ten works by Steinbach from the last five years that focus on the essence of text, imagery and
colour. The show consists of a striking yellow wall painting, thelionking (2016), as well as the largescale
pantonecoolgray10 (2016) and smaller tuttifrutti (2016), both wall paintings designed in vinyl decal and acrylic paint.

Installation view, Magasin III Jaffa. Image courtesy Magasin III Jaffa. Photo: Youval Hai.
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Four handcrafted wood and glass boxes are shown mounted along one wall of the gallery, each displaying a different
metal storage container produced by Pantone, a company best known for its innovative system for identifying, matching
and communicating colours.

Installation view, Magasin III Jaffa. Courtesy Magasin III Jaffa, Photo Youval Hai
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In these works, Steinbach explores our understanding of colours, through the structures and framing devices of their
presentation. On an adjacent wall, a fifth wooden vitrine, Untitled (bocce ball) (2013), contains a wooden bocce ball.
The context of a work is important to Steinbach, and in his wall paintings he uses the architecture to duplicate the
space, heightening the viewer’s perception of it spatially.

Installation view, Magasin III Jaffa. Image courtesy Magasin III Jaffa. Photo: Youval Hai.

Installation view, Magasin III Jaffa. Image courtesy Magasin III Jaffa. Photo: Youval Hai.
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In his transformation of quotidian objects through the conditions of their display, Steinbach is engaging with the
historical legacy of the readymade, and further, in these recent works, that of hardedge abstraction à la Frank Stella.

Rather than considering his contextual manipulations as an act of appropriation, Steinbach looks at the work in relation
to the role of chance and contingency, and how the artist can facilitate these extrahuman forces by giving up creative
control. In an interview with frieze magazine on the occasion of the show, he discussed the exhibition’s title, stating:

The show’s ‘title’ ‘zerubabbel’ is another found object. It means ‘coincidence’: accepting what
happens to you. Accepting a chain reaction […]. I was going to do a project in Israel, and it
happened to be Hanukkah and I was lighting the candles with my 13yearold son and we were
singing Ma’oz Tzur, in which the name Zerubabbel appears. I found the word to be an
interesting object because of its sound and rhythm, like a ruby, a precious stone. Why not throw
this stone in the bucket of stones that I have here? It’s a found object, that’s why it is written in
lower case letters. This is what I do with all my found objects. Somebody may not like
‘zerubabbel’, due to the fact that the word is limping: Ze Ru Ba Bel.

In “zerubabbel”, Steinbach uses colour as both subject and object, creating works that playfully interrogate the
figure/ground relationship of his chosen medium and the architectonic construction of Magasin III Jaffa.

Jessica Clifford
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“zerubabbel”  by Haim Steinbach is on view  from 20 January to 13 July 2018 at Magasin III  Jaffa, 34 Olei
Zion, 6813131 Tel Aviv – Yafo.
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New York to get its own Fourth Plinth competition on
the High Line
Twelve artists have been shortlisted for the first two commissions for large-scale
public art on the elevated park

by VICTORIA STAPLEY-BROWN
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London’s Fourth Plinth Commission, a series of large-scale public contemporary art commissions in the
city’s Trafalgar Square, has inspired a new venue for public art across the pond: the High Line Plinth on New
York’s elevated art park. e platform will be at the centre of the Spur, a new stretch of the park above 30th
Street and Tenth Avenue due to open next year. “e High Line Plinth will provide artists with an
opportunity to work on a larger scale than ever before possible on the High Line, and to engage with the
breathtaking vistas that open up around this new site,” Cecilia Alemani, the chief curator and director of
High Line Art, says in a statement. 

 
Twelve artists, who come from eight countries and range in age from 32 to 72,
have been shortlisted for the first two High Line Plinth commissions: Jonathan
Berger, Minerva Cuevas, Jeremy Deller, Sam Durant, Charles Gaines, Lena
Henke, Matthew Day Jackson, Simone Leigh, Roman Ondak, Paola Pivi, Haim
Steinbach and Cosima von Bonin. Sculptural models of their proposals—which
include a rotating wind vane shaped like a Predator military drone by Durant,
and a breast with an outer layer in sand, soil and clay, designed to erode, by
Henke—will be shown on the High Line at West 14th Street from 9 February
until 30 April. 
 
“e public will be able to submit their commentary onsite and also online,
which will be taken into account when Friends of the High Line chooses the
final two proposals which will be commissioned as the inaugural works,” a
spokeswoman for High Line Art tells e Art Newspaper over email. e

proposed works are due to be selected in spring of this year, and will be shown in successive 18-month
periods, launching with the opening of the Spur next year. 
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mousse 36 ~ 100 years of readymademousse 36 ~ 100 years of readymade

B Y  A N T H O N Y  H U B E R M A N

HS: Haim Steinbach 
AH: Anthony Huberman

HS: What is a “readymade”?

AH:  I suppose the historical definition of the readymade is an 
object that an artist did not make, that an artist picks, finds, 
or chooses, and inserts into a context that frames it as art, 
without doing anything to it. And then that notion has become 
much more complicated and layered over the years.

HS:  Must the artist present it as art?

AH:  Well, no. I think it is mostly the act of placement into an art 
context that plays the role of framing something as art. I don’t 
think the artist names it anything. It’s the context that does 
the naming, not the artist. 

HS:  Duchamp, with his “readymades,” was engaging with, prodding, the 
museum system. The way he is usually discussed is misleading. He 
said he was “indifferent,” but his indifference had to do with 
distancing—with his ability to step outside the usual structures 
of aesthetics and say that anything could be aesthetic. If 
anything can be aesthetic, then you can go to the department 
store and buy a bottle rack or a urinal, sign it “R. Mutt,” and 
present it to a museum as a work of art by Mutt.

AH:  So with that in mind, I’d like to try and apply those ideas to 
your own work. I think one way people understand your work is 
as a Duchampian gesture, or that the objects on your shelves 
operate like readymades. I want to try and talk about that, and 
perhaps challenge it a bit. For example, tying into this idea 
of indifference, I wanted to ask you about the relationship 
your objects have to the idea of the home. As opposed to the 
Duchampian conceptual gesture of going into a shop and buying 
something, the objects in your work have spent time in someone’s 
home, in someone’s life. Is this something you think distances 
your work from the lineage of the readymade?

HS:  Well, Duchamp’s objects also spent time in his life and home.

AH:  Right, but he didn’t buy the bicycle because he wanted to use it 
as that. He put it in his studio to figure out what the hell to do 
with this shape, this form.

HS:  I don’t know, did he not ride a bicycle? Duchamp stated that he 
made Bicycle Wheel to entertain himself. He said that whenever he 
was bored, he would just turn the wheel. That he would do this 
for his amusement contradicts the idea of his total indifference, 
and again points to how much it has to do with pleasure and 
amusement. By bringing the bicycle and/or a bicycle wheel inside 
the house to play with, he domesticated it, which then brings 
in a social dynamic. I would say that my practice is directly 
connected to the social. It embraces the idea that art is always 
with us, a function of the everyday. Singing a song while ironing 
a shirt, or speaking theatrically, which we all do now and then—
all of these activities are an extension of our social lives, our 
civilized existence. With my work, the bottom line is that any 
time you set an object next to another object you’re involved in 
a communicative, social activity.

AH:  Because your works have more than one object? Or are you 
referring to the act of displaying them?

HS:  There’s always more than one object at hand. Being here means 
you and here. Anything is always nearby or next to something 
else. It is always part of the collectivity, part of the fluidity 
of existence and communication within a socialized, cultural 
society.

  My practice is to try to point to things that we ignore out of 
habit. One of the realities of the everyday is that we ignore 
everything that is part of the everyday. As long as something is 
in the right place, we are comfortable, and we can ignore it. 
Now the question is why is it in the right place, why are we 
comfortable with it, and why do we ignore it? If the order of 

di Anthony Huberman

Proprio come tutti noi, Haim Steinbach ha scelto e 
disposto oggetti intorno a sé per tutta la vita. Pro-
prio come noi, Steinbach è solito mettere la zuc-
cheriera accanto alla macchina per il caffè. Tuttavia,
l’artista crea anche sculture che interferiscono con 
l’ordine delle cose. In questa intervista, l’artista 
spiega a  Anthony Huberman dell’Artist’s Institute 
di New York – istituzione che dedica la sua attuale 
stagione a Steinbach – perché i suoi oggetti non 
sono dei “readymade”.

Haim Steinbach: Cosa è un “readymade”?

Anthony Huberman: Immagino che la definizione 
storica di readymade sia un oggetto che un arti-
sta non ha creato, ma che prende, trova o sceglie 
e inserisce in un contesto che lo inquadra come 
arte, senza farci niente. E poi questo concetto è 
diventato molto più complesso e stratificato nel 
corso degli anni.

HS: L’artista lo deve presentare come arte?

AH: Beh, no. Credo che sia soprattutto l’atto della 
collocazione in un contesto artistico che porta a in-
quadrare qualcosa come un’opera d’arte. Non cre-
do che l’artista nomini un oggetto come artistico. È 
il contesto che glielo impone, non l’artista. 

HS: Duchamp, con i suoi “readymade” lottava 
contro, pungolava, il sistema dei musei. Il modo in 
cui di solito si parla di lui, è fuorviante. Lui soste-
neva di essere “indifferente”, ma la sua indifferen-
za aveva a che fare con il distanziamento... con la 
sua capacità di uscire fuori dalle strutture consuete 
dell’estetica e dire che qualsiasi cosa poteva esse-
re estetica. Se qualsiasi cosa può essere estetica, 
allora si può andare in un grande magazzino e com-
prare uno scolabottiglie o un orinatoio, firmarlo 
“R.Mutt” e presentarlo in un museo come un’opera 
d’arte di Mutt.

AH: Allora tenendo presente questo, vorrei cerca-
re di applicare queste idee al tuo lavoro. Secondo 
me capita che la gente interpreti il tuo lavoro come 
un gesto duchampiano o come se gli oggetti sui 
tuoi scaffali funzionassero da readymade. Vorrei 
provare a parlare di questo e magari metterlo un 
po’ in discussione. Per esempio, approfondendo 
quest’idea dell’indifferenza, vorrei chiederti del rap-
porto che i tuoi oggetti hanno con l’idea della casa. 
Al contrario del gesto concettuale duchampiano di 
andare in un negozio a comprare qualcosa, gli og-
getti delle tue opere hanno passato del tempo in 
casa di qualcuno, nella vita di qualcuno. È qualcosa 
che secondo te distanzia il tuo lavoro dalla genealo-
gia del readymade?

HS: Beh, anche gli oggetti di Duchamp avevano 
passato del tempo nella sua vita e nella sua casa.

AH: Giusto, ma non aveva comprato la bicicletta per 
usarla in quanto tale. La mise nel suo studio per capire 
cosa diavolo fare di quella sagoma, di quella forma.

HS: Non lo so, non andava in bicicletta? Duchamp 
sosteneva di aver creato Ruota di bicicletta per di-
vertirsi. Ha detto che tutte le volte che era annoiato, 
girava la ruota. Che lo abbia fatto per divertirsi, con-
traddice l’idea della sua totale indifferenza, e ancora 
una volta indica quanto invece la creazione abbia a 
che fare con il piacere e il divertimento. Portando la 
ruota della bicicletta in casa per giocarci, l’ha addo-
mesticata, introducendo così una dinamica sociale. 
Direi che la mia prassi artistica è direttamente colle-
gata al sociale. Abbraccia l’idea che l’arte è sempre 
con noi, è una funzione della quotidianità. Cantare 
una canzone mentre stiri una camicia, o parlare in 
modo teatrale, cosa che di tanto in tanto facciamo 
tutti – tutte queste attività sono un’estensione della 
nostra vita sociale, della nostra esistenza civilizza-
ta. Nel mio lavoro, il nocciolo è che ogni volta che 
metti un oggetto accanto a un altro, sei coinvolto in 
un’attività comunicativa, sociale.

AH: Per il fatto che nelle tue opere c’è più di un 
oggetto? O ti stai riferendo all’atto di mostrarle?

HS: C’è sempre più di un oggetto a portata di 
mano. Essere qui significa tu e qui. Tutto è sempre 
vicino o vicino a qualcos’altro. È sempre parte della 
collettività, parte della fluidità dell’esistenza e della 

NOT A REAdYMAdE

Just like all of us, Haim Steinbach has been 
choosing and arranging objects for his entire 
life. Just like the rest of us, he places the sugar 
jar next to the coffee machine. However, he also 
makes sculptures that interfere with the order 
of things. Here, he talks about why his objects 
are not “readymades” with Anthony Huberman, 
from The Artist’s Institute, which is dedicating its 
current season to Steinbach.

canonical status, 2012. Courtesy: Galerie Laurent 
Godin, Paris. Photo: Grégory Copitet
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B Y  A N T H O N Y  H U B E R M A N

HS: Haim Steinbach 
AH: Anthony Huberman

HS: What is a “readymade”?

AH:  I suppose the historical definition of the readymade is an 
object that an artist did not make, that an artist picks, finds, 
or chooses, and inserts into a context that frames it as art, 
without doing anything to it. And then that notion has become 
much more complicated and layered over the years.

HS:  Must the artist present it as art?

AH:  Well, no. I think it is mostly the act of placement into an art 
context that plays the role of framing something as art. I don’t 
think the artist names it anything. It’s the context that does 
the naming, not the artist. 

HS:  Duchamp, with his “readymades,” was engaging with, prodding, the 
museum system. The way he is usually discussed is misleading. He 
said he was “indifferent,” but his indifference had to do with 
distancing—with his ability to step outside the usual structures 
of aesthetics and say that anything could be aesthetic. If 
anything can be aesthetic, then you can go to the department 
store and buy a bottle rack or a urinal, sign it “R. Mutt,” and 
present it to a museum as a work of art by Mutt.

AH:  So with that in mind, I’d like to try and apply those ideas to 
your own work. I think one way people understand your work is 
as a Duchampian gesture, or that the objects on your shelves 
operate like readymades. I want to try and talk about that, and 
perhaps challenge it a bit. For example, tying into this idea 
of indifference, I wanted to ask you about the relationship 
your objects have to the idea of the home. As opposed to the 
Duchampian conceptual gesture of going into a shop and buying 
something, the objects in your work have spent time in someone’s 
home, in someone’s life. Is this something you think distances 
your work from the lineage of the readymade?

HS:  Well, Duchamp’s objects also spent time in his life and home.

AH:  Right, but he didn’t buy the bicycle because he wanted to use it 
as that. He put it in his studio to figure out what the hell to do 
with this shape, this form.

HS:  I don’t know, did he not ride a bicycle? Duchamp stated that he 
made Bicycle Wheel to entertain himself. He said that whenever he 
was bored, he would just turn the wheel. That he would do this 
for his amusement contradicts the idea of his total indifference, 
and again points to how much it has to do with pleasure and 
amusement. By bringing the bicycle and/or a bicycle wheel inside 
the house to play with, he domesticated it, which then brings 
in a social dynamic. I would say that my practice is directly 
connected to the social. It embraces the idea that art is always 
with us, a function of the everyday. Singing a song while ironing 
a shirt, or speaking theatrically, which we all do now and then—
all of these activities are an extension of our social lives, our 
civilized existence. With my work, the bottom line is that any 
time you set an object next to another object you’re involved in 
a communicative, social activity.

AH:  Because your works have more than one object? Or are you 
referring to the act of displaying them?

HS:  There’s always more than one object at hand. Being here means 
you and here. Anything is always nearby or next to something 
else. It is always part of the collectivity, part of the fluidity 
of existence and communication within a socialized, cultural 
society.

  My practice is to try to point to things that we ignore out of 
habit. One of the realities of the everyday is that we ignore 
everything that is part of the everyday. As long as something is 
in the right place, we are comfortable, and we can ignore it. 
Now the question is why is it in the right place, why are we 
comfortable with it, and why do we ignore it? If the order of 
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Untitled (daybed, coffin) (front) 1989. Courtesy: 
FRAC, Bretagne. Photo: David Lubarsky

Untitled (daybed, coffin) (back) 1989. Courtesy: 
FRAC, Bretagne. Photo: David Lubarsky

it is III-1, 2008. Courtesy: Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, 
New York

exuberant relative #2, 1986. Courtesy: Whitney 
Museum, New York.  Photo: David Lubarsky

tongkong rubbermaid II-1, 2007. Courtesy: 
Sonnabend Gallery, New York. Photo: Lawrence Beck

Untitled (emergency sign, shot glasses, dog chews), 
2009. Courtesy: Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York

Untitled (rock, fruit bowl, duck, root, pumpkins, 
horseman), 2006. Courtesy: Akira Ikeda Gallery, 
Tokyo/New York/Berlin

Capri suite #1, 1987. Courtesy: Galleria Lia Rumma, 
Milan/Naples.  Photo: David Lubarsky

oz, 2009. Courtesy: Almine Rech Gallery,  
Brussels/Paris

Untitled (playing cards, tombola game, tomato 
cans), 1996. Courtesy: Galleria Lia Rumma, Milan/
Naples. Photo: Peppe Avallone

Neapolitan Tableau, 1987. Courtesy: Galleria Lia 
Rumma, Milan/Naples

Untitled (dancer, candle holder, dog chew), 2011. 
Courtesy: Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York.  Photo: 
Jean Vong

avocado 1, 2012. Courtesy: Galerie Laurent Godin, 
Paris. Photo: Grégory Copitet

Opposite, top – “navy legacy”, installation views, 
Galerie Laurent Godin, Paris, 2012. Courtesy: Galerie 
Laurent Godin, Paris

Opposite, bottom-left – Gate Valve, 2011. Courtesy: 
Galerie Laurent Godin, Paris

Opposite, bottom-right – Prototype for a Gate Valve, 
2011. Courtesy: Galerie Laurent Godin, Paris
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things gets disturbed, it gets our attention. I like to say that 
I aim to interfere with the order of things. My goal is to find 
other ways of ordering things.

AH:  We tend to think of a readymade as a single object, and therefore 
your idea of an object being in a community of objects falls 
slightly outside of the Duchampian tradition.

HS:  I’ve been criticized for exactly that. I’ve been accused of 
betraying Duchamp.

AH:  Betraying him? Is that what you think you are doing?

HS:  At this point the “readymade” is an ideological term. When 
Duchamp called his work a “readymade,” he meant that it was 
something that was already made, something of function that 
was industrially mass produced that he didn’t make himself. It 
already existed in the world, an object among objects. There 
was nothing more remarkable about it than that. If anything, he 
reminded us that the bottle rack was as remarkable as the Mona 
Lisa. He was breaking hierarchies of aesthetic judgment. It was 
an assault on the establishment, all the values of Art. He was 
opening the gates of vision by saying that vision is selective, 
a politically structured hierarchy.

  Even by the time Duchamp died in 1968, the urinal was still 
considered kind of a joke.

  But then, once Duchamp was canonized, he became a God like Marx, 
Einstein, and Freud, or any radical visionary. His work was 
studied, and he was taken very seriously. The “readymade” had to 
be defined and validated within the historical hierarchy.

AH:   And so it lost its punch as an attack on aesthetic judgments.

HS:  It was assimilated, and yet in the museum it still causes 
friction. Unless it’s put in the design department. My work 
returns to questions of hierarchies, but in a completely 
different way. Whereas Duchamp selected objects from the hardware 
store, I am accused of embracing all the objects in the world. 

AH:  Let’s talk about that. “Choice” is the operative word in thinking 
about both your work and the readymade. One does not make 
something, but rather chooses something.

HS:  Objects are part of language, just as words are. The question 
is what do you construct with them. Objects are more than words 
because they are more specific and completely embodied, with 
structures of representation, style, form and culture. An object 
is really the embodiment of a world. If each object is a world 
in itself, then can you construct a meaningful message or story 
with a group of objects. 

AH:  And the idea of placing objects in a row on shelves came out of 
that line of thought?

HS:  Yes, on a very basic level, this is what I set out to do in 
the mid-1970s. By the end of the 1970s I was doing display 
installations in which I was arranging objects in a normative way. 
I was not gluing them together. I was not adding paint. I placed 
them on shelves, like words in a sentence or notes in a musical 
score. The language of placement, the language of arrangement. 
Once you question what you do with objects, you are of course 
looking once again at the social structures of putting objects to 
use in the home, in the bathroom and the kitchen, and so on.

AH:  It also brings in performance, the idea that these objects are 
being “put into play,” as you have said. In the same way that 
Roland Barthes, at this same time, was talking about a sentence 
as words being put into play. This is distinct from the notion 
of the readymade, which is about an object inhabiting a context, 
rather than an object or objects being asked to enact, or perform 
a series of actions next to each other.

HS:  Duchamp put the bottle rack or coat hanger into play. He took a 
coat hanger and put it on the floor, and called it Trap. There’s 

a poetic language game happening, a pun, and it’s meaningful 
because he is asserting his idea over the object by turning 
it into something other than its intended function. He was 
the author of that object in a new way. The argument for the 
“readymade” as a distinctive, meaningful artistic gesture has 
to do with the notion that it’s not about the object per se, 
but the concept. What is often being said about my work is that 
if anything can go with anything, and all objects are equal, 
then the work lacks an idea, however my ideas are not the same 
as Duchamp’s. While I order the objects in repetition and 
singularity, I basically present them and their meanings remain 
open ended. And that’s unsettling to many, but there’s friction, 
sound, and resonance in play below the surface.

AH:  You’re asking an object to have authority on its neighbor, and 
vice versa.

HS:  It’s giving the object its own voice. When you take a urinal, 
sign it “R. Mutt,” and call it Fountain, you are putting the aura 
of your authority, and the aura of art, on it. This is also true 
for the bottle rack, which no longer is as such, as it is now a 
“readymade.” Whereas when I present something, it is placed in 
common manner, implying to be interacted with by the receiver.

AH:  You seem to be talking about the difference between 
representation and presentation. One way to think about 
the readymade in the Duchampian tradition is that it’s a 
representational act, it means more than what’s in front of you. 
In your case, the objects are not representing the authoritative, 
artistic genius of an artist, but they are objects presenting 
themselves to us. 

HS:  The term “readymade” to me is now a hierarchical term, giving 
everyone who participates in the discussion the idea that they 
are a part of something very special. It has entered the realm 
of elitism. I’m saying, my work is not a “readymade.” I am not 
involved in “readymades,” my work is not about the “readymade.” 
I am playing and exploring with objects. 

AH:  So, if there was an object lying around the studio that you 
had actually made yourself, it would not be in any way more 
significant, and you might choose it in the same way that you 
would choose an industrial object?

HS:  It is a question of what does it mean that you make an object 
or don’t make an object. Who makes the object, who deserves the 
credit for making the object? And what is making anyway? Isn’t 
thinking, imagining, and conceiving a way of making? When a 
musician composes a score, who makes the music, the composer 
or the orchestra? I have an intimate relationship with all the 
objects I work with, just as any creative person has an intimate 
relationship with their material, whether they are a musician, 
a poet, or a writer. Most of the objects that end up in my work 
have been with me at least half a year if not longer. I’ve had 
objects that have been sitting around for decades that ended 
up in a piece many years later. Sometimes they have personal 
histories, and sometimes they don’t, it’s not necessarily 
something that somebody gave me; I could have gotten it for 
myself, but they’ve become part of my personal history, because 
they have been part of my space, part of my domestic reality. 

AH:  Going back to having authority or agency over objects, you 
already brought up how Duchamp would title his works as one way 
he exerted agency or control over them. Could you talk a bit 
about the way you think about titling? 

HS:  Theoretically, titling is a very important aspect of my thinking. 
I would say that Duchamp’s convention of titling was very 
different. It’s an important distinction that you’re bringing up. 
There are several ways in which I title. One basic way is that 
the work is Untitled with the “U” capitalized. Then in parentheses 
I list the names of the objects, for instance Untitled (elephant, 
toilet brush, kong). The elephant is not really an elephant; it is a 
small, ceramic elephant. The toilet brush is made of plastic and 
doesn’t look like a toilet brush because it was designed to look 
like a Brancusi sculpture. For many years MoMA used to sell it in 

comunicazione all’interno di una società integrata 
e culturale. 
La mia prassi artistica cerca di indicare le cose che 
ignoriamo per abitudine. Una delle realtà della 
quotidianità è che ignoriamo tutto quello che ne 
fa parte. Finché una cosa è al posto giusto, siamo 
tranquilli, e possiamo ignorarla. Ora, la domanda 
è perché una cosa è al posto giusto, perché siamo 
tranquilli al riguardo e perché la ignoriamo? Se l’or-
dine delle cose viene disturbato, cattura la nostra 
attenzione. Mi piace dire che il mio intento è inter-
ferire con l’ordine delle cose. Il mio obbiettivo è tro-
vare altri modi di ordinare le cose.

AH: Tendiamo a pensare a un readymade come a 
un singolo oggetto, e perciò la tua idea di un ogget-
to che si trova in una comunità di oggetti cade leg-
germente al di fuori della tradizione duchampiana.

HS: Sono stato criticato proprio per questo. Sono 
stato accusato di aver tradito Duchamp.

AH: Di averlo tradito? È questo che pensi di fare?

HS: A questo punto “readymade” è un’espres-
sione ideologica. Quando Duchamp chiamò la sua 
opera un “readymade”, voleva dire che era qualco-
sa che era già stato fatto, una sorta di funzione pro-
dotta in massa a livello industriale che non aveva 
creato in prima persona. Esisteva già nel mondo, 
era un oggetto fra gli oggetti. Non c’era niente di 
straordinario in questo. Se mai, ci ricordava che lo 
scolabottiglie era straordinario quanto la Gioconda. 
Stava infrangendo le gerarchie di giudizio esteti-
co. Era un attacco all’establishment, a tutti i valori 
dell’arte. Stava aprendo le porte della visione dicen-
do che la visione è selettiva, una gerarchia struttu-
rata politicamente.
Anche quando Duchamp morì nel 1968, l’orinatoio 
veniva ancora considerato una specie di scherzo.
Ma d’altra parte, quando Duchamp è stato innalzato 
all’onore degli altari è diventato un dio come Marx, 
Einstein e Freud, o un qualsiasi visionario radica-
le. La sua opera è stata studiata e lui è stato preso 
molto sul serio. Il “readymade” doveva essere defi-
nito e convalidato all’interno della gerarchia storica.

AH: E così ha perso la propria forza come attacco 
ai giudizi estetici.

HS: È stato assimilato, eppure nei musei provoca 
tuttora resistenza. A meno che non venga inseri-
to nel settore dedicato al design. Il mio lavoro ri-
torna sulle questioni delle gerarchie, ma in modo 
completamente diverso. Mentre Duchamp sele-
zionava oggetti dai negozi di ferramenta, io vengo 
accusato di includere tutti gli oggetti del mondo.

AH: Parliamo di questo. “Scelta” è il termine ope-
rativo per pensare sia alla tua opera che al ready-
made. Non si crea qualcosa, ma piuttosto si sceglie 
qualcosa.

HS: Gli oggetti fanno parte del linguaggio, proprio 
come le parole. La domanda è cosa ci costruisci. Gli 
oggetti vanno oltre le parole perché sono più spe-
cifici e completamente incarnati, hanno strutture di 
rappresentazione, stile, forma e cultura. Un oggetto 
è realmente l’incarnazione di un mondo. Se ogni 
oggetto è un mondo in se stesso, allora si può co-
struire un messaggio o una storia significativi con 
un gruppo di oggetti?

AH: E l’idea di collocare gli oggetti in fila sugli 
scaffali deriva da questa linea di pensiero?

HS: Sì, a un livello molto basilare sì, è quello che 
ho cominciato a fare a metà degli anni ’70. Alla fine 
degli anni ’70, facevo installazioni in cui dispone-
vo gli oggetti in modo normativo: non li attaccavo 
insieme. Non aggiungevo vernice. Li mettevo sugli 
scaffali come parole in una frase o note su una par-
titura musicale. Il linguaggio della collocazione, il 
linguaggio della disposizione. Una volta che ti do-
mandi cosa fai con gli oggetti, ancora una volta esa-
mini ovviamente le strutture sociali sottese all’uso 
degli oggetti in casa, in bagno, in cucina eccetera.

AH: Ciò introduce anche l’esecuzione, l’idea che 
questi oggetti siano “messi in gioco” come dicevi 
tu. Nello stesso modo in cui Roland Barthes, nello 
stesso periodo, parlava di una frase come di parole 
messe in gioco. È un concetto diverso da quello del 
readymade, che si riferisce a un oggetto che abita 

un contesto, piuttosto che a uno o più oggetti a cui 
viene chiesto di rappresentare o eseguire una serie 
di azioni l’uno accanto all’altro.

HS: Duchamp ha messo in gioco lo scolabottiglie 
o l’attaccapanni. Ha preso un attaccapanni, lo ha 
collocato sul pavimento e l’ha chiamato Trappola. 
C’è un gioco linguistico poetico in azione, un gioco 
di parole, ed è significativo perché Duchamp affer-
ma la propria idea sull’oggetto trasformandolo in 
un qualcosa di diverso rispetto alla sua funzione 
originale. È diventato l’autore dell’oggetto in un 
modo nuovo. L’argomento a favore del “readyma-
de” come un gesto artistico peculiare e significativo 
ha a che fare con l’idea che non si tratta dell’og-
getto di per sé, ma del concetto. Quello che si dice 
spesso sulla mia opera è che se tutto può andare 
con tutto, se tutti gli oggetti sono uguali, allora l’o-
pera è priva di un’idea, anche se le mie idee non 
sono le stesse di Duchamp. Mentre ordino gli og-
getti per ripetizione e singolarità, io fondamental-
mente li mostro e il loro significato rimane aperto. 
E questo per molti è inquietante, ma sotto la super-
ficie c’è in gioco l’attrito, il rumore, la risonanza.

AH: Chiedi a un oggetto di avere autorità su ciò  
che gli sta accanto, e viceversa.

HS: È dare all’oggetto la sua voce. Quando prendi 
un orinatoio, lo firmi “R. Mutt”, lo collochi su una 
base e lo chiami Fontana, stai inserendo l’aura della 
tua autorità, l’aura dell’arte sull’oggetto. Ciò accade 
anche con lo scolabottiglie, che non è più tale, dato 
che adesso è un “readymade”. Invece quando io 
presento una cosa, è collocata in modo normale, e 
deve interagire con il fruitore.

AH: Mi pare che tu stia parlando della differenza 
che c’è fra rappresentazione e presentazione. Un 
modo di pensare al readymade di tradizione du-
champiana è che si tratta di un atto rappresentativo, 
significa di più di quello che ti ritrovi davanti. Nel 
tuo caso, gli oggetti non stanno rappresentando il 
genio e l’autorità di un artista, ma sono oggetti che 
si presentano a noi.

HS: Il termine “readymade” per me adesso è un 
termine gerarchico che dà a chiunque partecipa alla 
discussione l’idea di far parte di qualcosa di molto 
speciale. È entrato nel regno dell’elitarismo. Quello 
che sto dicendo è che le mie opere non sono “re-
adymade”. Non mi occupo di “readymade”, il mio 
lavoro non è sui “readymade”. Io gioco con gli og-
getti e li esploro.

AH: Per cui, se ci fosse un oggetto in giro per lo 
studio creato da te, non sarebbe in alcun modo più 
significativo e potresti sceglierlo nello stesso modo 
in cui sceglieresti un oggetto industriale?

HS: La questione riguarda cosa significhi creare 
un oggetto o non creare un oggetto. Chi crea l’og-
getto, chi si merita l’onore di aver creato l’ogget-
to? E cosa vuol dire comunque creare? Pensare, 
immaginare e ideare non sono un modo di creare? 
Quando un musicista compone una partitura, chi 
crea la musica, il compositore o l’orchestra? Ho un 
rapporto intimo con tutti gli oggetti con cui lavoro, 
proprio come qualsiasi persona creativa ha un rap-
porto intimo con i materiali che usa, sia che si tratti 
di un musicista, un poeta o uno scrittore. Gran par-
te degli oggetti che finiscono nelle mie opere sono 
rimasti insieme a me per lo meno un anno, se non 
di più. Ci sono oggetti che sono stati in giro per de-
cenni e che sono finiti in un’opera molti anni dopo. 
A volte, hanno una storia personale, a volte no, non 
si tratta per forza di qualcosa che mi ha dato qual-
cuno; magari è un oggetto che avrei potuto tenere 
per me, ma è diventato parte della mia storia perso-
nale, perché ha fatto parte del mio spazio, della mia 
realtà domestica.

AH: Tornando al tema dell’autorità o forza eserci-
tata sugli oggetti, hai già detto che il modo in cui 
Duchamp intitolava le sue opere era un modo per 
esercitare la forza o il controllo sugli oggetti. Potresti 
accennare a come tu pensi ai titoli delle opere?

HS: A livello teorico, creare i titoli è un aspetto 
molto importante del mio pensiero. Direi che l’at-
teggiamento di Duchamp verso i titoli era molto di-
verso. È una distinzione importante quella che hai 
chiamato in causa. Ci sono diversi sistemi che uso 
per dare i titoli alle mie opere. Uno fondamentale 
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things gets disturbed, it gets our attention. I like to say that 
I aim to interfere with the order of things. My goal is to find 
other ways of ordering things.

AH:  We tend to think of a readymade as a single object, and therefore 
your idea of an object being in a community of objects falls 
slightly outside of the Duchampian tradition.

HS:  I’ve been criticized for exactly that. I’ve been accused of 
betraying Duchamp.

AH:  Betraying him? Is that what you think you are doing?

HS:  At this point the “readymade” is an ideological term. When 
Duchamp called his work a “readymade,” he meant that it was 
something that was already made, something of function that 
was industrially mass produced that he didn’t make himself. It 
already existed in the world, an object among objects. There 
was nothing more remarkable about it than that. If anything, he 
reminded us that the bottle rack was as remarkable as the Mona 
Lisa. He was breaking hierarchies of aesthetic judgment. It was 
an assault on the establishment, all the values of Art. He was 
opening the gates of vision by saying that vision is selective, 
a politically structured hierarchy.

  Even by the time Duchamp died in 1968, the urinal was still 
considered kind of a joke.

  But then, once Duchamp was canonized, he became a God like Marx, 
Einstein, and Freud, or any radical visionary. His work was 
studied, and he was taken very seriously. The “readymade” had to 
be defined and validated within the historical hierarchy.

AH:   And so it lost its punch as an attack on aesthetic judgments.

HS:  It was assimilated, and yet in the museum it still causes 
friction. Unless it’s put in the design department. My work 
returns to questions of hierarchies, but in a completely 
different way. Whereas Duchamp selected objects from the hardware 
store, I am accused of embracing all the objects in the world. 

AH:  Let’s talk about that. “Choice” is the operative word in thinking 
about both your work and the readymade. One does not make 
something, but rather chooses something.

HS:  Objects are part of language, just as words are. The question 
is what do you construct with them. Objects are more than words 
because they are more specific and completely embodied, with 
structures of representation, style, form and culture. An object 
is really the embodiment of a world. If each object is a world 
in itself, then can you construct a meaningful message or story 
with a group of objects. 

AH:  And the idea of placing objects in a row on shelves came out of 
that line of thought?

HS:  Yes, on a very basic level, this is what I set out to do in 
the mid-1970s. By the end of the 1970s I was doing display 
installations in which I was arranging objects in a normative way. 
I was not gluing them together. I was not adding paint. I placed 
them on shelves, like words in a sentence or notes in a musical 
score. The language of placement, the language of arrangement. 
Once you question what you do with objects, you are of course 
looking once again at the social structures of putting objects to 
use in the home, in the bathroom and the kitchen, and so on.

AH:  It also brings in performance, the idea that these objects are 
being “put into play,” as you have said. In the same way that 
Roland Barthes, at this same time, was talking about a sentence 
as words being put into play. This is distinct from the notion 
of the readymade, which is about an object inhabiting a context, 
rather than an object or objects being asked to enact, or perform 
a series of actions next to each other.

HS:  Duchamp put the bottle rack or coat hanger into play. He took a 
coat hanger and put it on the floor, and called it Trap. There’s 

a poetic language game happening, a pun, and it’s meaningful 
because he is asserting his idea over the object by turning 
it into something other than its intended function. He was 
the author of that object in a new way. The argument for the 
“readymade” as a distinctive, meaningful artistic gesture has 
to do with the notion that it’s not about the object per se, 
but the concept. What is often being said about my work is that 
if anything can go with anything, and all objects are equal, 
then the work lacks an idea, however my ideas are not the same 
as Duchamp’s. While I order the objects in repetition and 
singularity, I basically present them and their meanings remain 
open ended. And that’s unsettling to many, but there’s friction, 
sound, and resonance in play below the surface.

AH:  You’re asking an object to have authority on its neighbor, and 
vice versa.

HS:  It’s giving the object its own voice. When you take a urinal, 
sign it “R. Mutt,” and call it Fountain, you are putting the aura 
of your authority, and the aura of art, on it. This is also true 
for the bottle rack, which no longer is as such, as it is now a 
“readymade.” Whereas when I present something, it is placed in 
common manner, implying to be interacted with by the receiver.

AH:  You seem to be talking about the difference between 
representation and presentation. One way to think about 
the readymade in the Duchampian tradition is that it’s a 
representational act, it means more than what’s in front of you. 
In your case, the objects are not representing the authoritative, 
artistic genius of an artist, but they are objects presenting 
themselves to us. 

HS:  The term “readymade” to me is now a hierarchical term, giving 
everyone who participates in the discussion the idea that they 
are a part of something very special. It has entered the realm 
of elitism. I’m saying, my work is not a “readymade.” I am not 
involved in “readymades,” my work is not about the “readymade.” 
I am playing and exploring with objects. 

AH:  So, if there was an object lying around the studio that you 
had actually made yourself, it would not be in any way more 
significant, and you might choose it in the same way that you 
would choose an industrial object?

HS:  It is a question of what does it mean that you make an object 
or don’t make an object. Who makes the object, who deserves the 
credit for making the object? And what is making anyway? Isn’t 
thinking, imagining, and conceiving a way of making? When a 
musician composes a score, who makes the music, the composer 
or the orchestra? I have an intimate relationship with all the 
objects I work with, just as any creative person has an intimate 
relationship with their material, whether they are a musician, 
a poet, or a writer. Most of the objects that end up in my work 
have been with me at least half a year if not longer. I’ve had 
objects that have been sitting around for decades that ended 
up in a piece many years later. Sometimes they have personal 
histories, and sometimes they don’t, it’s not necessarily 
something that somebody gave me; I could have gotten it for 
myself, but they’ve become part of my personal history, because 
they have been part of my space, part of my domestic reality. 

AH:  Going back to having authority or agency over objects, you 
already brought up how Duchamp would title his works as one way 
he exerted agency or control over them. Could you talk a bit 
about the way you think about titling? 

HS:  Theoretically, titling is a very important aspect of my thinking. 
I would say that Duchamp’s convention of titling was very 
different. It’s an important distinction that you’re bringing up. 
There are several ways in which I title. One basic way is that 
the work is Untitled with the “U” capitalized. Then in parentheses 
I list the names of the objects, for instance Untitled (elephant, 
toilet brush, kong). The elephant is not really an elephant; it is a 
small, ceramic elephant. The toilet brush is made of plastic and 
doesn’t look like a toilet brush because it was designed to look 
like a Brancusi sculpture. For many years MoMA used to sell it in 

comunicazione all’interno di una società integrata 
e culturale. 
La mia prassi artistica cerca di indicare le cose che 
ignoriamo per abitudine. Una delle realtà della 
quotidianità è che ignoriamo tutto quello che ne 
fa parte. Finché una cosa è al posto giusto, siamo 
tranquilli, e possiamo ignorarla. Ora, la domanda 
è perché una cosa è al posto giusto, perché siamo 
tranquilli al riguardo e perché la ignoriamo? Se l’or-
dine delle cose viene disturbato, cattura la nostra 
attenzione. Mi piace dire che il mio intento è inter-
ferire con l’ordine delle cose. Il mio obbiettivo è tro-
vare altri modi di ordinare le cose.

AH: Tendiamo a pensare a un readymade come a 
un singolo oggetto, e perciò la tua idea di un ogget-
to che si trova in una comunità di oggetti cade leg-
germente al di fuori della tradizione duchampiana.

HS: Sono stato criticato proprio per questo. Sono 
stato accusato di aver tradito Duchamp.

AH: Di averlo tradito? È questo che pensi di fare?

HS: A questo punto “readymade” è un’espres-
sione ideologica. Quando Duchamp chiamò la sua 
opera un “readymade”, voleva dire che era qualco-
sa che era già stato fatto, una sorta di funzione pro-
dotta in massa a livello industriale che non aveva 
creato in prima persona. Esisteva già nel mondo, 
era un oggetto fra gli oggetti. Non c’era niente di 
straordinario in questo. Se mai, ci ricordava che lo 
scolabottiglie era straordinario quanto la Gioconda. 
Stava infrangendo le gerarchie di giudizio esteti-
co. Era un attacco all’establishment, a tutti i valori 
dell’arte. Stava aprendo le porte della visione dicen-
do che la visione è selettiva, una gerarchia struttu-
rata politicamente.
Anche quando Duchamp morì nel 1968, l’orinatoio 
veniva ancora considerato una specie di scherzo.
Ma d’altra parte, quando Duchamp è stato innalzato 
all’onore degli altari è diventato un dio come Marx, 
Einstein e Freud, o un qualsiasi visionario radica-
le. La sua opera è stata studiata e lui è stato preso 
molto sul serio. Il “readymade” doveva essere defi-
nito e convalidato all’interno della gerarchia storica.

AH: E così ha perso la propria forza come attacco 
ai giudizi estetici.

HS: È stato assimilato, eppure nei musei provoca 
tuttora resistenza. A meno che non venga inseri-
to nel settore dedicato al design. Il mio lavoro ri-
torna sulle questioni delle gerarchie, ma in modo 
completamente diverso. Mentre Duchamp sele-
zionava oggetti dai negozi di ferramenta, io vengo 
accusato di includere tutti gli oggetti del mondo.

AH: Parliamo di questo. “Scelta” è il termine ope-
rativo per pensare sia alla tua opera che al ready-
made. Non si crea qualcosa, ma piuttosto si sceglie 
qualcosa.

HS: Gli oggetti fanno parte del linguaggio, proprio 
come le parole. La domanda è cosa ci costruisci. Gli 
oggetti vanno oltre le parole perché sono più spe-
cifici e completamente incarnati, hanno strutture di 
rappresentazione, stile, forma e cultura. Un oggetto 
è realmente l’incarnazione di un mondo. Se ogni 
oggetto è un mondo in se stesso, allora si può co-
struire un messaggio o una storia significativi con 
un gruppo di oggetti?

AH: E l’idea di collocare gli oggetti in fila sugli 
scaffali deriva da questa linea di pensiero?

HS: Sì, a un livello molto basilare sì, è quello che 
ho cominciato a fare a metà degli anni ’70. Alla fine 
degli anni ’70, facevo installazioni in cui dispone-
vo gli oggetti in modo normativo: non li attaccavo 
insieme. Non aggiungevo vernice. Li mettevo sugli 
scaffali come parole in una frase o note su una par-
titura musicale. Il linguaggio della collocazione, il 
linguaggio della disposizione. Una volta che ti do-
mandi cosa fai con gli oggetti, ancora una volta esa-
mini ovviamente le strutture sociali sottese all’uso 
degli oggetti in casa, in bagno, in cucina eccetera.

AH: Ciò introduce anche l’esecuzione, l’idea che 
questi oggetti siano “messi in gioco” come dicevi 
tu. Nello stesso modo in cui Roland Barthes, nello 
stesso periodo, parlava di una frase come di parole 
messe in gioco. È un concetto diverso da quello del 
readymade, che si riferisce a un oggetto che abita 

un contesto, piuttosto che a uno o più oggetti a cui 
viene chiesto di rappresentare o eseguire una serie 
di azioni l’uno accanto all’altro.

HS: Duchamp ha messo in gioco lo scolabottiglie 
o l’attaccapanni. Ha preso un attaccapanni, lo ha 
collocato sul pavimento e l’ha chiamato Trappola. 
C’è un gioco linguistico poetico in azione, un gioco 
di parole, ed è significativo perché Duchamp affer-
ma la propria idea sull’oggetto trasformandolo in 
un qualcosa di diverso rispetto alla sua funzione 
originale. È diventato l’autore dell’oggetto in un 
modo nuovo. L’argomento a favore del “readyma-
de” come un gesto artistico peculiare e significativo 
ha a che fare con l’idea che non si tratta dell’og-
getto di per sé, ma del concetto. Quello che si dice 
spesso sulla mia opera è che se tutto può andare 
con tutto, se tutti gli oggetti sono uguali, allora l’o-
pera è priva di un’idea, anche se le mie idee non 
sono le stesse di Duchamp. Mentre ordino gli og-
getti per ripetizione e singolarità, io fondamental-
mente li mostro e il loro significato rimane aperto. 
E questo per molti è inquietante, ma sotto la super-
ficie c’è in gioco l’attrito, il rumore, la risonanza.

AH: Chiedi a un oggetto di avere autorità su ciò  
che gli sta accanto, e viceversa.

HS: È dare all’oggetto la sua voce. Quando prendi 
un orinatoio, lo firmi “R. Mutt”, lo collochi su una 
base e lo chiami Fontana, stai inserendo l’aura della 
tua autorità, l’aura dell’arte sull’oggetto. Ciò accade 
anche con lo scolabottiglie, che non è più tale, dato 
che adesso è un “readymade”. Invece quando io 
presento una cosa, è collocata in modo normale, e 
deve interagire con il fruitore.

AH: Mi pare che tu stia parlando della differenza 
che c’è fra rappresentazione e presentazione. Un 
modo di pensare al readymade di tradizione du-
champiana è che si tratta di un atto rappresentativo, 
significa di più di quello che ti ritrovi davanti. Nel 
tuo caso, gli oggetti non stanno rappresentando il 
genio e l’autorità di un artista, ma sono oggetti che 
si presentano a noi.

HS: Il termine “readymade” per me adesso è un 
termine gerarchico che dà a chiunque partecipa alla 
discussione l’idea di far parte di qualcosa di molto 
speciale. È entrato nel regno dell’elitarismo. Quello 
che sto dicendo è che le mie opere non sono “re-
adymade”. Non mi occupo di “readymade”, il mio 
lavoro non è sui “readymade”. Io gioco con gli og-
getti e li esploro.

AH: Per cui, se ci fosse un oggetto in giro per lo 
studio creato da te, non sarebbe in alcun modo più 
significativo e potresti sceglierlo nello stesso modo 
in cui sceglieresti un oggetto industriale?

HS: La questione riguarda cosa significhi creare 
un oggetto o non creare un oggetto. Chi crea l’og-
getto, chi si merita l’onore di aver creato l’ogget-
to? E cosa vuol dire comunque creare? Pensare, 
immaginare e ideare non sono un modo di creare? 
Quando un musicista compone una partitura, chi 
crea la musica, il compositore o l’orchestra? Ho un 
rapporto intimo con tutti gli oggetti con cui lavoro, 
proprio come qualsiasi persona creativa ha un rap-
porto intimo con i materiali che usa, sia che si tratti 
di un musicista, un poeta o uno scrittore. Gran par-
te degli oggetti che finiscono nelle mie opere sono 
rimasti insieme a me per lo meno un anno, se non 
di più. Ci sono oggetti che sono stati in giro per de-
cenni e che sono finiti in un’opera molti anni dopo. 
A volte, hanno una storia personale, a volte no, non 
si tratta per forza di qualcosa che mi ha dato qual-
cuno; magari è un oggetto che avrei potuto tenere 
per me, ma è diventato parte della mia storia perso-
nale, perché ha fatto parte del mio spazio, della mia 
realtà domestica.

AH: Tornando al tema dell’autorità o forza eserci-
tata sugli oggetti, hai già detto che il modo in cui 
Duchamp intitolava le sue opere era un modo per 
esercitare la forza o il controllo sugli oggetti. Potresti 
accennare a come tu pensi ai titoli delle opere?

HS: A livello teorico, creare i titoli è un aspetto 
molto importante del mio pensiero. Direi che l’at-
teggiamento di Duchamp verso i titoli era molto di-
verso. È una distinzione importante quella che hai 
chiamato in causa. Ci sono diversi sistemi che uso 
per dare i titoli alle mie opere. Uno fondamentale 
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their bookstore. And the Kong is actually a rubber dog chew, but 
it’s also the name given by the individual who designed it. So, 
I’m pointing out that the names by which we identify objects are 
bound in language. A ceramic elephant is not an elephant, and the 
word elephant is not an elephant. When my son, River, was a year 
and a half old, he called the elephant he saw on TV, “Omni.”

 
AH: But some of the titles are much more abstract or poetic.

HS:  Another way I title works is to give them a found word, or a 
found statement. I keep a list of ones I run across, so I’ll 
remember them later.

AH:  So if there are three objects on a shelf, this “found phrase” of 
the title becomes a fourth object?

HS:  Exactly. The title itself is a found object like the other 
objects. The question is then how to take those parts and arrange 
them.

AH:  Like making a song? With repetition, and rhythm. Here enters the 
idea of composition.

HS:  Well, “composition” is OK but I prefer the word “arrangement.”

AH:  There is something more “democratic” about an act of arrangement 
over one of composition. Perhaps this goes back once again to 
our discussion of the notion of authority? It’s interesting that 
although the readymade is often considered to be connected to 
indifference, that it’s actually imbued with huge amounts of 
authority, whereas the way you relate to objects tries to attack 
that notion of authority.

HS:  Yes, because it takes it out of the realm of absolute specificity 
and total power of the originator, and throws it more to the 
world of the relativity of objects and contexts. I think the 
ideology of the “readymade” at this point transcends any notion 
of arrangement. It has become a symbol, almost a religious 
symbol.

AH:  You talk about turning power over to objects, but at the same 
time, you do place them in very specific order or a very specific 
arrangement. What if someone decided to switch their order? What 
if a collector who owned one of your works decided to change the 
placement? 

HS:  My work is indeed vulnerable in that way. It always is vulnerable 
to that joke: “You can move it, it doesn’t matter.” Of course it 
matters to me, but of course it also doesn’t matter. Once somebody 
owns my work, they might decide to play with it. They may also 
have to dust it, or they may choose to dust one object but leave 
the others alone for the next year, and see what that looks like. 
Somebody might take the ashtray off the shelf and put a cigarette 
in it, and the owner may become incensed or may simply put it 
back on the shelf and offer another ashtray to the guest. 

AH:  But all that matters to you, right? It changes the song, so to 
speak.

HS:  Right, and it extends the discourse from something that Duchamp 
started. It is coming out of that history. With all due respect, 
Duchamp did something very radical that affected many of us. He 
opened doors to discussion, and vast areas to develop, in terms 
of how we relate to objects and what we prioritize, and give 
special attention to, and see. It really opened the doors of 
seeing. In art, ultimately, who has the control on what we see 
and how we see?

è chiamarle Untitled, con la U maiuscola. Poi fra 
parentesi elenco i nomi degli oggetti, per esem-
pio, Untitled (elefante, scopino da bagno, kong). 
L’elefante non è in realtà un elefante; è un picco-
lo elefante di ceramica. Lo scopino da bagno è di 
plastica e non sembra affatto uno scopino perché 
è stato disegnato in modo tale da assomigliare a 
una scultura di Brancusi. Per molti anni, lo vende-
vano al bookshop del MoMA. E il kong è in realtà 
un gioco per cani in caucciù, ma è anche il nome 
che gli ha dato la persona che lo ha disegnato. Con 
ciò, voglio sottolineare come i nomi con cui iden-
tifichiamo gli oggetti siano vincolati dalla lingua. 
Un elefante di ceramica non è un elefante, e la pa-
rola elefante non è un elefante. Quando mio figlio, 
River, aveva un anno e mezzo, chiamava l’elefante 
che vedeva in tv “Omni”.

AH: Ma alcuni dei titoli sono molto più astratti o 
poetici.

HS: Un altro modo per dare il titolo alle mie ope-
re è usare una parola o una frase che ho trovato. 
Tengo un elenco di quelle in cui m’imbatto per po-
termele ricordare dopo.

AH: Per cui se ci sono tre oggetti su uno scaffale, 
la frase trovata del titolo diventa il quarto oggetto? 

HS: Esatto. Il titolo stesso è un objet trouvé come 
gli altri oggetti. La domanda allora diventa come 
prendere queste parti e disporle.

AH: Come creare una canzone? Con la ripetizione 
e il ritmo. Qui entra in gioco l’idea della composi-
zione.

HS: Beh, “composizione” va bene, ma io preferi-
sco la parola “arrangiamento”.

AH: C’è qualcosa di più democratico nell’atto 
dell’arrangiamento che in quello della composizio-
ne. Forse questo ci riporta, ancora una volta, alla 
nostra discussione sul concetto di autorità? È inte-
ressante notare che, per quanto il readymade sia 
spesso considerato in relazione all’indifferenza, in 
realtà è intriso di autorità, mentre il modo in cui tu 
ti rapporti agli oggetti è un tentativo di attaccare il 
concetto di autorità.

HS: Sì, perché porta quest’ultima fuori dal re-
gno della specificità assoluta e del potere totale 
dell’autore e la getta nel mondo della relatività de-
gli oggetti e dei contesti. Penso che l’ideologia del 
“readymade”, a questo punto, trascenda qualsiasi 
concetto di arrangiamento. È diventata un simbolo, 
quasi un simbolo religioso.

AH: Parli di trasferire il potere agli oggetti, ma allo 
stesso tempo li metti in un ordine o in un arran-
giamento molto precisi. E se qualcuno decidesse di 
spostare il loro ordine? E se un collezionista che ha 
una delle tue opere decidesse di cambiare la loro 
collocazione?

HS: La mia opera è davvero molto vulnerabile in 
questo senso. È sempre vulnerabile a questa bat-
tuta: “Puoi spostarlo, non importa”. Ovviamente 
a me importa, ma ovviamente allo stesso tempo 
non importa. Quando qualcuno possiede una mia 
opera, può decidere di giocarci. Magari deve anche 
spolverarla, o magari può scegliere di spolverare 
solo un oggetto e lasciare stare gli altri per un anno, 
e vedere che aspetto ha. Qualcuno può prendere 
dallo scaffale il posacenere e metterci sopra una si-
garetta, il proprietario si può infuriare o magari può 
semplicemente rimetterlo sullo scaffale e offrire un 
altro posacenere al proprio ospite. 

AH: Ma tutto questo per te è importante, giusto? 
Cambia la musica, per così dire.

HS: Esatto, ed estende il discorso a partire da 
qualcosa che ha cominciato Duchamp. Viene fuori 
da quella storia. Con tutto il rispetto, Duchamp ha 
fatto qualcosa di molto radicale che ha influenzato 
molti di noi. Ha aperto la porta alla discussione, e ci 
sono vaste aree da sviluppare, in termini di come ci 
rapportiamo agli oggetti e a cosa diamo la priorità, 
a cosa diamo particolare attenzione e cosa vedia-
mo. Ha davvero spalancato le porte della visione. 
Nell’arte, in definitiva, chi ha il controllo su ciò che 
vediamo e su come lo vediamo?

“navy legacy”, installation view, Galerie Laurent 
Godin, Paris, 2012. Courtesy: Galerie Laurent Godin, 
Paris. Photo: Gregory Copitet
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their bookstore. And the Kong is actually a rubber dog chew, but 
it’s also the name given by the individual who designed it. So, 
I’m pointing out that the names by which we identify objects are 
bound in language. A ceramic elephant is not an elephant, and the 
word elephant is not an elephant. When my son, River, was a year 
and a half old, he called the elephant he saw on TV, “Omni.”
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Haim Steinbach
Avocado, 2012, pla�ic laminated 
wood shelf, metal and glass vitrine, 
22 papier mâché fruit models, 
wood headre�, 112 x 105 x 58 cm. 
Courtesy the arti� and Galerie 
Laurent Godin, Paris

Mona Hatoum
Grater Divide, 2002, mild �eel, 
204 x 4 cm. Photo: Iain Dickens.
Courtesy White Cube, London
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Haim Steinbach: Navy Legacy
Galerie Laurent Godin, Paris
13 April – 26 May

Back in the nineteenth century, the still life may 
have been to the discipline of the �ne arts what 
a Chinese headrest was to smoking in an opium 
den. Both carried the promise of wider visions: 
stylistic masterplans in the case of artists who 
tested their capabilities on a bowl of fruit, and 
dreams for those intoxicated sleepers who laid 
their heads on those hard pillows. Such, at least, 
is one analogy that suggests itself in the vestibule 
of Laurent Godin, where the journey through 
Navy Legacy, Haim Steinbach’s second solo show 
here, begins with Avocado 1 (all works but one, 
2012): two dozen papier mâché fruits in a glass 
vitrine and an antique wooden headrest, arranged 
on a green shelf.

Next to this incongruous display is a 
massive, angled white rampart, Untitled (Leaning 
Wall), which obstructs the narrow lobby, leaving 
just enough room on its right side for visitors to 
pass clumsily through. Still standing at the 
doorway, if you bend your head slightly over the 
Chinese pillow, you’ll notice on the left of the 
obstacle the �nal part of an enlarged wall text, 
which reads ‘ants’ in emboldened black. The rest 
of it is concealed, the sightline blocked by the 
architectural intervention.

So you have to lower your body and 
playfully make your way under the leaning wall 
to access the main space of the gallery’s �rst �oor, 
and the bigger picture. When the complete phrase 
– ‘no elephants’ – is fully apprehensible on the 
other side, the idiom ‘an elephant in the room’ 
comes to mind. That said, the unsuspected 
transition from the miniature (ants) to the 
mammoth informs not only the transition from 
the foyer to the white cube but also the overall 
concept of the show. Indeed, according to the 
artist, the navy is metonymic for the broader 
ocean, and Steinbach’s entire exhibition is 
structured via extreme and whimsical scalar 
leaps, whether created by the formal 
correspondences between the artworks or by your 
imagination. Untitled (Ball), an enormous and 
coarse papier-mâché sphere that almost �lls the 
main room from �oor to ceiling, engages in 
dialogue with seven bocce balls and the round 
�sts of a Hulk �gurine arrayed on a yellow shelf, 
Untitled (7 Bocci Balls, Hulk), as well as a Lego toy, 

Cole’s Tread Assault, a midget ninja vehicle locked 
inside a glass box.

While these three last compositions are  
a collection of items any child would fancy for a 
game of make-believe, Steinbach has been known 
since the late 1970s for gleaning – from markets, 
from relatives – diverse curiosities that he later 
precisely, yet puzzlingly, redistributes within 
display devices of his own design. His cabinets 
of wonders, if you will, are constellations of 
heterogeneous �nds: each and every one of them, 
whether familiar or odd, having the power to 
trigger your memory like Proust’s evocative 
madeleine.

As the exhibition continues in the 
basement with Canonical Status, another shelf 
supporting an eighth bocce ball with two watering 
cans, and Prototype for a Gate Valve (2011), a plastic 
miniaturised replica of a mastodon vertebra in a 
glass bell jar, a �nal phrase on a framed sheet 
wonderfully resumes the artist’s poetics: tant qu’il 
y aura des petits creux. The expression, literally 
‘as long as there will be little hollows’, stands for 
the small cravings of a peckish child who is always 
up for one more treat. In other words, memory 
and imagination, since they’re constantly being 
sparked, are never nearly close to being replete. 

VIOLAINE BOUTET DE MONVEL
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Mona Hatoum: You Are Still Here
Arter, Istanbul
17 March – 27 May

Rather than fixing our position on a map with a 
steadying ‘you are here’, Mona Hatoum etches 
those words into a mirror, with the discom�ting 
temporal addition of the word ‘still’: ‘you are still 
here’. You haven’t disappeared yet? Haven’t died? 
But if we are supposed to be locating ourselves 
‘here’, where are we? Given the artist’s Palestinian 
parentage and upbringing in Beirut, which have 
made diaspora, exile and conceptions of home 
the leitmotifs of her practice, it’s worth asking 
what kind of place Hatoum’s work, seen here in 
a midsize survey, creates for itself. 

As one might expect, several maps are on 
show, but they don’t o�er topographical security; 
rather the opposite. Maps of Beirut, Baghdad and 
Kabul are perforated with �ne sets of latticelike 
circular cuts, recessed or raised, suggesting new 
structures or large craters in the land. Shift (2012), 

a carpet featuring an image of the world map, 
has been divided into sections that are then 
misaligned, as though tectonic plates have slipped 
in a particularly neat earthquake. In Present Tense 
(1996), red beads suspended in a grid of small 
soap cubes are arranged in the shape of the 
territories meant to be returned to Palestine under 
the 1993 Oslo Accords. Their portionlike nature 
indicates that slices can simply be removed from 
this picture at any time. The world and its borders 
are �ickering, roiling, slippery as soap. 

And then there are Hatoum’s domestically 
rooted nightmares, into which we might fall, 
lulled to sleep by Misbah (2006–7), a light whose 
slowly spinning metal shade features cutouts of 
armed soldiers parading around the room among 
the shade’s stars. Part glitterball, part traditional 
lamp, part baby’s nightlight, it economically 
conveys the encroachment of violent �gures into 
the real and imagined spaces of childhood: the 
cot, the nightlight, the fairytale, bedtime dreams. 
And where else but a nightmare (or an 
undiscovered Ka�a novel) might we �nd a 
human-size cheese grater (2002’s Grater Divide), 
and who would operate such a thing? Moving on, 
we can sit at a table for dinner, only to �nd that 
on the plate in front of us is a video screen 
displaying a horrendously visceral endoscopic 
trip down the throat into the artist’s intestines 
(Deep Throat, 1996). 

For all these gestures towards fear and 
unsettlement, however, the best and strangest 
work here is still Hatoum’s video Measures of 
Distance (1988), images of her mother naked in 
the shower superimposed with lines from 
correspondence her mother has written, the 
Arabic script as sharp as barbed wire. As Hatoum 
reads out, in English, these letters from Beirut 
(which she �ed during the civil war; her mother 
stayed), the family drama between mother, father 
and daughter, including the struggle for ownership 
of these very images, is revealed, the translation 
and jump between languages accentuating their 
estrangement from one another. 

Recent works, such as Bunker (2011), milled 
steel tubes arranged so that they look like ravaged 
housing blocks, or Kapan (2012), metal, body-
size cage structures accompanied by blown red 
glass shapes resembling lungs and stomachs that 
sit at the bottom of their cages, frequently look 
smart and communicate their messages cleanly. 
But perhaps too cleanly. They settle easily into 
the genre of political/minimal that has lately been 
marked out – in Klaus Biesenbach’s Political/
Minimal at Berlin’s KW Institute for Contemporary 
Art in 2009, or in Jens Ho�mann and Adriano 
Pedrosa’s 12th Istanbul Biennial – as a distinctive 
art-historical territory. But curatorial trends come 
and go. The problem with Hatoum’s latest work 
is that, for all its emphasis on discomfort and the 
unheimlich, it looks as though it was always 
destined for a bright white gallery space such as 
this. In fact, here it looks quite at home. 

LAURA MCLEAN-FERRIS
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HAIM STEINBACH GAINED PROMINENCE in the 1980s, 
along with Robert Gober and Jeff Koons, for work that 
pushed the Duchampian assisted readymade into new 
territory. But unlike Gober (who had been Steinbach’s 
student) or Koons, Steinbach has never fabricated his 
objects. He uses the real thing. Working with a diverse 
assortment of found items—from basketball sneakers, 
cereal boxes and lava lamps to antique toys, elephant-
hoof stools and ancient pottery—Steinbach typically 
arranges his finds on wall-mounted, wedge-shaped 
plywood shelves, sheathed in plastic laminate, whose 
precise facture and refined color relationships recall 
works by Donald Judd. (Like Judd, Steinbach began his 
career as a painter.) But Steinbach also presents objects 
in wood boxes and in elaborate, room-filling installations 
that often include wall texts appropriated from maga-
zine ads and other sources. To appreciate his work is to 
become an etymologist of things, reading the objects 
as if they were words, in order to uncover sources and 
resonances. A lava lamp, for example, is not just a ’60s 
novelty object but a sleek modernist form and an invention 
with roots in Aladdin’s lamp. In Steinbach’s world, look-
ing is a game of deciphering relationships: what are four 
lava lamps, six blinking digital clocks and a stack of nine 
red-enamel cooking pots doing together? There are no 
explicit narratives or easy answers. But there are always 
connections—associations of form, color, memory and 
meaning—that emerge from his surprising juxtapositions. 

Steinbach was born in Rehovot, Israel, in 1944, and moved 
to the U.S. in 1957, when his family settled in New York. He 
received a BFA from the Pratt Institute in 1968 and an MFA 
from Yale in 1973. Since the 1980s his work has been both 
remarkably consistent and surprisingly multifarious. He is still 
producing wedge-shelf and box pieces, but, unbeknownst to 
many in this country, he has also created dozens of tremen-
dously varied large-scale installations. Steinbach’s work has 

been featured in over 80 solo shows and hundreds of group 
exhibitions worldwide—including Documenta 9, in Kassel, 
in 1992, and the 47th Venice Biennale, in 1997—but for the 
past two decades has been more visible in Europe than in 
the U.S. Yet that may be changing. As of last year, he has a 
second New York gallery; having been on Sonnabend’s ros-
ter since 1986, he is now also being represented by Tanya 
Bonakdar. Steinbach has taught for much of his career, 
most recently at the University of California, San Diego, from 
which he retired last year. In addition, his work with found 
objects has inspired legions of younger artists, including 
Carol Bove, Rachel Harrison and Matt Keegan.

Steinbach has lived and worked in Brooklyn since 1982, in 
a large, airy loft that he shares with his partner, the photog-
rapher Gwen Smith, and their seven-year-old son. We talked 
in his studio at the end of October about the development of 
his work and about his just-closed solo exhibition, “creature,” 
at Bonakdar. This year, his work will be featured in the travel-
ing museum show “This Will Have Been: Art, Love & Politics 
in the 1980s,” and in solo shows at Galerie Laurent Godin in 
Paris (April) and Galleria Lia Rumma in Milan (September). 

STEEL STILLMAN  What was it like to 
come to the U.S. as a teenager?
HAIM STEINBACH  I’d had a happy 
childhood in Israel, surrounded by a 
large, close-knit family, so coming here 
meant losing my community, and I felt 
that absence very much. But, at the 
same time, coming to America was an 
eye-opening adventure. Having grown 
up in the ’40s and ’50s on the outskirts 
of Tel Aviv, I suddenly found myself living 
in a 17-story apartment building in the 
Bronx and taking subways to get around. 
Space and time opened up, and I devel-
oped a new sense of my own identity. 
STILLMAN  Were you already inter-
ested in art?
STEINBACH  I’d wanted to be an art-
ist since childhood, but in New York my 
learning curve accelerated. I attended the 
School of Industrial Art [now called the 
High School of Art and Design], which 
was then located a few blocks from the 
Museum of Modern Art, and I spent 
hours standing in front of the Picassos, 
Matisses and Mondrians, absorbing 

HAIM STEINBACH
 IN THE STUDIO WITH STEEL STILLMAN

COMING SOON
Steinbach will be included in “This Will Have Been: 
Art, Love & Politics in the 1980s” at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Chicago, Feb. 11-June 3,  
traveling to the Walker Art Center, June 30- Sept. 30,  
and the Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston,  
Oct. 26, 2012-Jan. 27, 2013.

Opposite, Haim Steinbach on the  
roof of his studio building in Brooklyn, 
2011. Photo Paola Ferrario.
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place—as in everyday life, items could 
be removed and replaced by others. 
STILLMAN  You created a series of 
handmade shelves in the early ’80s. 
How did they come about?
STEINBACH  The shelves at Artists 
Space were generic wood plank and 
metal bracket ones, and yet they still 
had their own identity, a specific and 
familiar presence. I wanted to see what 
would happen if my shelves took on 
other identities. I tried to imitate various 
styles—modern or Baroque, say—by 
cobbling together scraps of material in 
a bricolage manner. In one instance, 
Shelf with Coach [1983], I took a toy-
size metal replica of an 18th-century 
carriage and built a shelf for it. Using a 
jigsaw, I cut up some used two-by-fours 
and an ornate, gold-painted wooden 
sconce that I’d found in a Dumpster, 
and rearranged the pieces to support 
a platform, aware that the carriage’s 
design would echo the rococo motifs 
of the cut-up wall sconce.
STILLMAN  The bricolage shelves 
sti l l feel very contemporary. Why did 
you move on?
STEINBACH  I wanted to use more 
objects; there was only room for one on 
each of the bricolage shelves. I wanted 

like what she found, but my reactions 
made me question my esthetic inclina-
tions. After a while, I began to arrange 
some of the things she brought in. 
Among the first were three small plas-
tic toys—a Snoopy, a baseball player 
and a locomotive. I made a narrow 
shelf out of two foot-long lengths of 
one-by-two-inch lumber and put these 
objects on it. The result, I realized, was 
a relief sculpture. 
STILLMAN  In 1979 you did an 
installation at Artists Space, in New 
York, using everyday objects bor-
rowed from friends. You seemed to 
be testing the border between art 
and domestic l ife.
STEINBACH  Exactly. I was inves-
tigating how context influences the 
meaning of objects. What difference 
is there between an art setting and 
a domestic one? Don’t they both 
involve exhibition? And aren’t the 
objects being presented, in either 
case, loaded with significance? For 
Display #7, I staged a room, incor-
porating features of Artists Space’s 
architecture and adding wallpaper, 
furniture, plants, shelves and even 
music. The shelves held functional 
objects, and nothing was screwed in 

everything I could. Then I had a 
great first year at Pratt, with excellent 
teachers, including Robert Slutsky, a 
former student of Albers, who taught 
a color class. But my second year 
at Pratt was less interesting. So, in 
the summer of 1965, I took a year off 
and flew to Europe, and eventually 
wound up in Aix-en-Provence. There, 
I took courses in existentialism and 
the noveau roman and worked on my 
painting. Cézanne was one of the rea-
sons I’d gone to Aix; I even painted a 
few studies of Mont Sainte-Victoire. 
In those early years, I was teaching 
myself about the modernist masters, 
not so much by reading but by ana-
lyzing them on my own.
STILLMAN  Back in the U.S., you 
then spent the late ’60s and early 
’70s, including two years at Yale, 
finding your way into Minimal and 
Conceptual art.
STEINBACH  I was moving from the 
picture plane to the object. I began to 
think of my paintings as chessboards 
on which visual elements could be 
distributed to construct a game. By 
1976, I was working on unpainted 
square particleboards, arranging 
black geometric shapes along the 
perimeters almost as though they 
were pieces on a Monopoly board.
STILLMAN  What prompted you to 
introduce found objects into your work?
STEINBACH  Challenged by 
Conceptual art, Minimalism and, of 
course, Duchamp, I’d been trying 
since the late ’60s to understand art’s 
relationship to its context. Then, dur-
ing the early ’70s, when I was living 
with my then wife, the artist Nancy 
Shaver, her remarkable sensitivity to 
objects affected me deeply. She was 
always going to flea markets and yard 
sales and coming back with the most 
surprising things. Often I didn’t much 

Opposite, Steinbach: Shelf 
with Coach, 1983, wood, paint 
and ornamental fragments with 
metal coach model, 33 by 20 by 
15 inches. Courtesy the artist.

Above, view of Steinbach’s 
studio. Photo Paola Ferrario.

“WHAT DIFFERENCE IS THERE BETWEEN AN ART SETTING AND A DOMESTIC ONE? DON’T 
THEY BOTH INVOLVE EXHIBITION?”
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in particular categories of objects. My 
process is all about looking and about 
maintaining a certain detachment. 
Being almost indifferent gives me the 
freedom to consider anything worthy of 
attention. At times, my sensibility even 
operates in reverse: I’ll stop and wonder 
why I chose not to look at something. 
What if I looked at it? Who would want 
it? Much of what I do in the studio 
involves moving objects around and 
taking note of the relationships between 
them. At best, my approach is a bit like 
child’s play, and embraces incongru-
ity and chance. I place objects on the 
floor and try to capture the moments of 
unanticipated meaning that arise in the 
play between sense and nonsense.
STILLMAN  Since your 1979 Artists 
Space show, you’ve done many instal-
lations using other people’s objects. I’d 
like you to describe “North East South 
West,” which opened in Berlin in 2000.
STEINBACH  A decade after the fall 
of the Berlin Wall, I was invited to do 
an exhibition at the Neuer Berliner 
Kunstverein. In preparation, I arranged 
to meet a number of people, of differ-
ent ages and social backgrounds, from 
what had been East and West Berlin, to 
talk about their objects. I went to their 
apartments with a video camera and, 
with their help, selected an arrange-
ment of items to discuss, with the idea 
that I would borrow the objects for 
the show. I focused the camera on an 
arrangement, and, while it recorded, 
I asked my hosts about the objects’ 
histories, and why they were displayed 
where they were, and in that configura-
tion. The resulting videotapes—each a 
still life with its owner’s voice, my ques-
tions edited out—were displayed on 
separate monitors around the periph-
ery of a gallery at the Kunstverein. I 
filled the main part of the gallery with 
construction scaffolding, configuring 
it to guide viewers through the space 
and to support glass panels, used as 
shelves, which were placed at various 
heights. The borrowed arrangements 
were each given a shelf, and view-
ers encountered them from multiple 
perspectives. The scaffolding became 
an architectural habitat, and the instal-

to make a shelf that functioned like 
the staves of a musical score—a 
device, in other words, that would 
enable several objects to be seen, 
measured and reflected on in relation 
to one another. Experimenting with 
plywood and a table saw, I quickly 
came up with the triangular shape 
and the proportions I still use—of 90-, 
50- and 40-degree angles. I made 
the first one out of raw plywood and 
put a pair of stainless steel teakettles 
on top, but I soon began covering 
the wood with plastic laminate skins. 
I tend to think of the wedge-shelf 
works in relation to language: each 
object is like a word, complete with 
its own history and meanings; and 
when you put four or five objects 
together you make a sentence, a kind 
of interdisciplinary space, in which 
things from many contexts flow into 
one another and develop new rela-
tionships. Objects have meaning and 
memory embedded in them. That 
is what Proust’s madeleine was all 
about; for him it wasn’t just a pastry,  
but a means to connect the ordi-
nary to the extraordinary.
STILLMAN  When your work emerged 
in the mid- to late ’80s, some critics 
dismissed it as commodity art. 
STEINBACH  My work always refers 
to a human presence. The objects 
I employ all have specific identities, 
derived as much from the needs 
and desires that produced them as 
from the uses and meanings they’ve 
accumulated over time. There was 
considerable debate in the ’80s art 
world about the mass production 
of objects and images—and my 
work was part of that debate—but I 
never thought of myself as making 
art about commodities. My inter-
ests were broader than that: I was 
responding to people like Smithson, 
Kosuth and Sherrie Levine. 
STILLMAN  What is your work 
process like? Do you think of your-
self as a collector?
STEINBACH  We are all collectors; 
it’s part of our nature. And we live in 
a society in which shopping is a form 
of collecting. But I don’t specialize 

“WE ARE ALL COLLECTORS; IT’S PART  
OF OUR NATURE. AND WE LIVE IN  
A SOCIETY IN WHICH SHOPPING IS A  
FORM OF COLLECTING.”

View of Display #55A—North East South 
West, 2000, steel scaffolding, glass 
panels, objects from Berlin residents’ 
homes, video monitors with interviews 
of the objects’ owners; at the Neuer 
Berliner Kunstverein. Courtesy the artist.
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Nancy owns, in Hudson, N.Y. As I 
assembled the work for “creature,” I 
wanted mr. peanut near the entrance, 
standing there with his cane like a cir-
cus barker, inviting viewers in.
STILLMAN  Of the new shelf sculptures, 
one of my favorites is the roots [2011]. 
STEINBACH  The roots consists of 
objects that came together over a peri-
od of months, laid out on a three-part 
red, green and black shelf. Moving 
left to right, it begins with two black 
plastic pipe fittings—like giant Lego 
connectors—which I stumbled upon at 
Home Depot. The next three objects—
Darth Vader, a hand-carved wooden 
man with a backpack, and a bulbous 
growth from a tree—all came from dif-

lation a kind of gridded X-ray of the city; 
walls became transparent and groups of 
objects interacted with one another.
STILLMAN  Though you’ve been making 
the wedge-shelf sculptures for more than 
25 years, your choice of objects has lately 
taken a pronounced figurative turn. Let’s 
talk about that shift in relation to your show 
“creature” at Tanya Bonakdar Gallery. 
STEINBACH  A good deal of my earlier 
work employed objects related to still life, 
but in the past decade I’ve become inter-
ested in figurative objects because they 
are more animate. They represent us and 
encourage our projections. The piece that 
convinced me to make an entire exhibition 
about figures was mr. peanut [2008], which 
I made a few years ago, incorporating a folk 
art representation of the Planters mascot 
that I’d bought from the antiques store that 

Right, the roots, 2011, plastic 
laminated wood shelf, plastic pipe 
fittings, plastic Darth Vader figure, 
wood figurine, wood root, rubber 

dog chew, 43 by 134 3 ⁄4 by 20 inches. 

Below, dancer with raised right 
foot, 2011, wood, plastic laminate 

and glass box, wood stool, painted 
bonded bronze Degas statuette,  

52 by 56 by 25 5⁄8 inches.

All photos this article, unless 
otherwise noted, courtesy Tanya 

Bonakdar Gallery, New York.
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of bronze sculptures. We were using 
the stools in our living space when I 
decided to put them together with the 
figures. I’d often stood on one of the 
stools to open a window, and I eventu-
ally made the link between the dancers 
and my own body. Placed on glass 
shelves, a few inches from the bottom 
of each box, the arrangements appear 
to defy gravity, with their shadows add-
ing further dimension.
STILLMAN  Upstairs at Bonakdar, 
you created a mazelike installation 
that incorporated at least one dramat-
ic surprise: perched on a chest-high, 
white horizontal beam in the larger 
exhibition space was a bright green, 
2-foot-tall replica of the amphibi-

ally think of a title as another object 
added to the shelf, and I’ve made it 
a practice to put found ones in lower 
case, to avoid their being read as 
grand signifying gestures.
STILLMAN  In addition to shelves, 
“creature” included boxes and wall 
texts. In two instances you displayed 
Degas figurines on antique stools 
inside glass-fronted wall boxes. What 
does a box offer as a mode of presen-
tation that a shelf doesn’t?
STEINBACH  Objects on a shelf can 
be moved, while placing them behind 
glass encases and protects them. And 
with a box, the viewer becomes part of 
the piece because the glass is naturally 
reflective. The Degas figures are copies 

ferent vendors at the San Diego flea 
market and were found on the same 
day in the order in which they appear, 
almost as though one thing led to the 
next. The final object is a small black 
rubber dog chew, an item I discovered 
about five years ago that has since 
become a recurring motif, and perhaps 
a kind of punctuation. 
STILLMAN  How did you decide on 
its title?
STEINBACH  The title came after-
ward, culled from a list I keep of 
words or phrases that I’ve found in 
the newspaper or overheard. The 
roots is named after a band that 
Gwen is fond of, but the suggestion of 
origins is what made the title fit. I usu-

“A GOOD DEAL OF MY EARLIER WORK EMPLOYED OBJECTS RELATED TO  
STILL LIFE, BUT IN THE PAST DECADE I’VE BECOME INTERESTED IN FIGURATIVE 
OBJECTS BECAUSE THEY ARE MORE ANIMATE.”
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and whose mask you’ve donned in pho-
tographs. Is the creature a self-portrait?
STEINBACH  I wasn’t consciously 
thinking about Yoda, but their char-
acters are distantly related. And I, like 
them, am an outsider. Though English 
is now my primary language, it is not 
my original one. When we make art 
we tap into unconscious experiences 
that have powerfully affected us, which 
we reconstruct in stories, images or 
spaces. In the end, my work is not just 
about objects; it’s about the remaking 
of a space. When I was three or four 
my mother would occasionally let my 
younger brother and me play with a 
beautiful doll, kept from her childhood, 
that had a ceramic head, blond braids 
and big glass eyes that opened and 
closed. One day we were playing with 
the doll on the edge of a table when she 
fell and smashed her head. I remember 
my mother being very upset. But there 
wasn’t any discussion about it, and we 
never saw the doll again. It now occurs 
to me that the creature might be a 

stand-in for the doll—he is 
about the same size. And 
there he was in the gallery, 
balancing on that ledge, 
ready to fall off or jump.

creature’s element into the exhibition 
space—and to connect it with the air 
and sky brought in by the skylight. 
Hardly anyone noticed the gate valve, 
nestled in its circular cut in the gallery 
wall at ankle height, but that made it all 
the more interesting to me, as though it 
were a secret, or something repressed. 
STILLMAN  In the smaller room 
upstairs, you installed an appropriated 
wall text that you’ve used in other 
exhibitions, which reads: “You don’t 
see it, do you?” What don’t we see?
STEINBACH  We don’t see the con-
nections—between objects, pattern, 
space, hardware, architecture and lan-
guage. We don’t see the gate valve or 
the cultural surface that the white walls 
represent. In the hallway upstairs was a 
framed print, on pale green wallpaper, 
whose text says: “I went looking for 
peaches and came back with a pair.” 
My work is about the all-too-frequent 
disconnect between looking and seeing, 
between being aware that something is 
there and knowing what it means.
STILLMAN  Speaking 
of connections, the 
creature reminds me 
of Yoda, another alien 
you’ve used in your work 

ous monster from the 1954 movie 
Creature from the Black Lagoon.
STEINBACH  To get upstairs you 
climb a narrow staircase that takes 
three right-angle turns. I continued 
that twisting movement and reconfig-
ured the second-floor spaces to be a 
bit like a walk-through triangular shelf, 
with viewers becoming part of the 
arrangement. So I constructed a set 
of angled walls—two were covered 
in wallpaper—that became obstacles 
and partly obscured the entrances to 
the upstairs rooms. The larger room 
required a special solution because of 
its big, cagelike skylight—something 
that could stand up to the architectural 
play between inside and outside. As I 
thought of outdoor figures, I recalled 
the creature, whom I’d first spot-
ted last year at the Manhattan store 
Forbidden Planet. Once I’d settled on 
the creature, images of its mysterious 
black lagoon became mixed in my mind 
with the clean white gallery space. I 
kept thinking about water. Then one 
day I noticed the gate valve under the 
sink in the bathroom here—it controls 
the flow of water into our loft—and I 
decided to replicate it on the wall fac-
ing the creature. I wanted to bring the 

STEEL SILLMAN is an 
artist and writer based in 
New York.

Left, view of the exhibition 
“creature,” 2011, at Tanya 
Bonakdar Gallery. 

Opposite, detail of the 
installation creature, 2011, 
vinyl “Creature from the 
Black Lagoon” figurine, 
wallboard beam,  
triangular wallboard incline, 
oblique wall and painted 
metal gate valve. Photos 
this spread Jean Vong.
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Navy legacy évoque les images du vaste plan bleu de l’océan et de vaisseaux carénés

traversant ces surfaces. On entend par héritage ce qui est légué par un prédécesseur,

ce qui continue à prévaloir, qu’il s’agisse d’objet, d’idée originale ou de vision. Cela peut

concerner aussi bien l’immatériel que le matériel devenu obsolète mais difficile à

remplacer parce que d’un usage répandu. Steinbach fait aussi référence à l’histoire de

l’art et attribue de nouveaux rôles à une série d’objets.

Dès son entrée dans l’exposition, le spectateur est confronté à une intervention

architecturale : une cloison inclinée fend le long couloir de la galerie. Cette œuvre in-situ

marque l’entrée en scène d’une suite d’effets et de thèmes, tels que la métonymie, le
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marque l’entrée en scène d’une suite d’effets et de thèmes, tels que la métonymie, le

corps, le récit, qui interagissent dans une réaction en chaîne tout au long de navy

legacy.

La cloison inclinée crée un espace triangulaire sous lequel le visiteur doit passer pour

accéder à l’exposition. Cette entrée triangulaire fait écho à la section des sculptures-

étagères caractéristiques de Steinbach. Ces œuvres iconiques sont un élément central

de sa pratique : l’étagère structurante sert à la fois de support et de scène pour les

objets quotidiens choisis par l’artiste. Les compositions de Steinbach, à la fois en accord

et en tension l’une avec l’autre, révèlent la nature performative inhérente aux objets.

Subtilement, le spectateur est amené à devenir un acteur, de même que les objets dans

les sculptures de Steinbach.

A côté de la cloison inclinée, une étagère présente deux objets : un cube de verre

abritant plusieurs fruits en papier mâché et un vieil appuie-tête chinois en bois. Les

thèmes de l’exotique et de l’organique commencent ainsi à prendre forme. En face, un

texte mural agrandi, en fait un objet trouvé, “No Elephants” (interdit aux éléphants) saute

aux yeux. Cette œuvre textuelle est placée à proximité d’une énorme sphère

grossièrement taillée qui occupe la presque totalité de la salle. En relation avec le texte

mural, cette monumentale sphère organique pourrait matérialiser l’expression “An

elephant in the room”.

La sphère est également riche d’autres possibles allusions. Le mythe de Sisyphe et la

forme des planètes viennent à l’esprit. Face à la sphère, une étagère jaune forsythia

particulièrement allongée, présente des objets qui rappellent formellement la sphère :

sept boules de bocce et une figurine de Hulk dont les poings ronds sont prêts à l’action.

Les boules de bocce ainsi que Hulk renvoient à des jeux aussi bien d’adultes que

d’enfants : l’identification à Hulk, le désir de devenir plus grand, et la pérennité des jeux

d’enfants à travers les loisirs des adultes. De même que les plus jeunes se projettent

dans les jouets miniatures, l’important changement d’échelle réaffirme l’intérêt qu’a

Steinbach pour l’inconscient, la mémoire, et l’imagination contenus dans les objets du

quotidien.

Au bout du couloir, une des boîtes en verre de Steinbach abrite un seul objet : un jouet

en lego. Ce jouet “hyper design”, à l’évidence un véhicule guerrier, mais dont on ne peut

déterminer la fonction exacte, invite peut-être à lire la sphère comme une force, voire un

boulet de canon. Reste que le mouvement potentiel de la sphère est bloqué par les

murs de galerie. L’incertitude qui continue de la sorte à flotter accentue l’interprétation

première d’une constellation ludique d’objets.

Dans le bureau de la galerie, un papier peint photo-réaliste de jungle fait face à la

banque d’accueil. Encastré à la base du mur se trouve une œuvre intitulée “Gate Valve”

(vanne à opercule). Cet appareil sert à contrôler un écoulement, il rappelle que l’eau est

un volume et révèle des espaces cachés à l’intérieur d’une architecture souvent

inaperçue. Dialoguant avec cette œuvre, son alter ego se trouve en face sur le bureau

de la galerie : “Prototype for a Gate Valve”. Le prototype en question est une maquette

miniature de vertèbres de mastodonte posée sous une cloche de verre. Contredisant les

fonctions du bureau, la cloche de verre évoque des modalités d’exposition ancienne

comme on en trouvait dans les cabinets du curiosité. La taille des interventions in situ et

les œuvres autonomes de cette exposition suggèrent un ensemble de connections au

temps, à l’artifice, au comportement humain et aux espaces innombrables du corporel.
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Haim Steinbach: ‘creature’
By ROBERTA SMITH

Tanya Bonakdar Gallery

521 West 21st Street, Chelsea

Through Oct. 22

The creature in the title of Haim Steinbach’s latest solo show in a New York gallery is a

large, scaly green vinyl toy based on “The Creature From the Black Lagoon.” It sits on a

boxy white column running at eye level across a gallery in which one corner is truncated

by a large triangular plane, also white. The combination is definitely striking: a Haim

Steinbach ready-made set in a ghostly rendition of Robert Morris’s gray Minimalist

sculptures from the mid-1960s.

Ready-mades, Minimalism, modes of display and the putative aura of art objects have

preoccupied Mr. Steinbach since sometime in the late 1970s, before Neo-Geo, the late

1980s art trend with which he was associated, came and went. Elsewhere in the show,

two works each present a bronze museum-shop copy of a Degas bronze of a bather in a

plywood box reminiscent of Donald Judd. Judd’s art also inspired the wedge-like

shelves, laminated with monochrome plastic, that have been Mr. Steinbach’s signature

element for more than two decades.

Here, his latest shelf pieces remind us that Mr. Steinbach was an early practitioner of the

unattached assemblage and art by arrangement that is something of a rage these days.

But he is and always has been just as much a formalist, as interested in elevating the

overlooked as in deflating art’s special status, and always with utmost precision. In a

recent shelf piece, “western hills,” Mr. Steinbach devises an intricate exchange about

color, patriotism, machismo and violence among three chunky forms: a ceramic cookie

jar in the shape of a red-bearded sheriff, an aluminum garbage can made in the United

States (and gleamingly proud of it) and a child’s stacking toy involving colored rings. On

a bright blue shelf, “Robot Poetry” contrasts several small black rubber toys, including an

elegantly bulbous dog chew, with two larger store-bought objects in white plastic: a

Shogun Stormtrooper from “Star Wars” and a bonsai tree possibly inspired by the

cartoonish simplifications of the Japanese artist Yoshitomo Nara.
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The show also includes several installation works involving wallpaper and language that

hark back to Mr. Steinbach’s installations from the late 1970s. But his most forceful

efforts involve objects and reflect finely honed skills that combine aspects of curator,

window-dresser and eagle-eyed shopper. This is especially apparent in the folk art

sculptures of Mr. Peanut and a mermaid featured in two other shelf pieces. Mr.

Steinbach’s objects made of objects have always given us more to look at and think about

than his ostensible cultural critiques would lead you to expect.
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Creature: An Interview With Haim 
Steinbach 
by Paddy Johnson on November 3, 2011  

 

Haim Steinbach, Creature 

What do you say to a guy who’s most frequently described as the artist who “radically redefined the status of the 
object in art”? I don’t usually get nervous about biography points like this, but I made an exception for Haim 
Steinbach. Unlike a lot of art, there’s no answer key to his angular shelves and arrangement of objects – and that 
can make a viewer nervous. Certainly, it affected me; it took two anxiety-filled weeks just produce a 700-word 
review on his show at Tanya Bonakdar Gallery last month, and I still worry about whether I got it right. 

Steinbach himself, though, isn’t quite so intimidating. Now 67, the New York-based artist seems just as 
interested in the door hinge next to him as he might be about any given conversation. He’s obsessed with objects 
in the world around him. Recently, we talked about how that intense focus informs his work and thinking. 

STEINBACH ON HIERARCHICAL PERCEPTION:  

All objects are mysteries. They have things to reveal that we do not tap into because we usually decide what they 
are beforehand. This is the way we feel confident and in control of the world. But the idea of non-hierarchy 
basically allows me to take in anything I want to and ask myself, “What are my possibilities here for some 
remarkable experiences and enjoyments and appreciation and ideas?” It doesn’t matter then if it’s a Brancusi at 
MoMA or a Titian at the Met or a plug in the wall. 

– 



 

Haim Steinbach, "Gate Valve", 2011 

I did make a protoype for a gate valve – a very important fixture that is essential to life and survival but, as with 
all objects that are designed, it also has an aesthetic value. All objects are beautiful to look at, and if you fix your 
attention, you may discover that they’re as fascinating as any artwork. Like, this is a sculpture [gestures at a door 
hinge]. It’s a relief sculpture that comes out of the wall. We ignore it because we know it’s a hinge on the door, 
and that’s all it is, but it’s such a remarkable object. It casts a beautiful shadow, this beautiful parallelogram. It’s 
as beautiful as this guy over there, The Creature (points to artwork.). It’s just another creature. 

STEINBACH ON SHELVES 

There was an evolution with [my earlier prefabricated] shelves, because if you’re buying a pair of brackets in the 
department or hardware store, attach them to the wall and place a board on top, well, you have a shelf and it has 
a presence. It has an identity. So the shelf itself is a frame. What happened is that at a certain point, I began to 
make my own hand made shelves for the objects, and was saying to myself, “Even the shelf with the brackets on 
the wall is like a new sculpture.” 

I began by making a bricolage shelf, because I didn’t want to make something fancy or over work it. I would just 
try to find different scraps of materials; pieces of wood, even branches. It became really a relief sculpture of 
sorts, but it also had its horizontal platform on top. 

Some of the shelves I made were imitating a Minimal Judd kind of thing. But they were all kind of semi rough 
and fast. They used to be like sketches….[Later], I came up with the triangular wedge shelf. I tried to construct 
something using a table saw and that may be built by anyone having the skill. I wanted to make something that 
functions like a device, as for instance a musical instrument, and that structures the way that objects are placed 
as a means of measuring, ordering, seeing and reflecting on the relation of objects. 



 

Haim Steinbach, "Robot Poetry", 2011, Plastic laminated wood shelf; large black rubber dog chew; small black 
rubber dog chew; small green and white rubber dog chew; vinyl “Nemo Haremüngous” figure; plastic “Super 
Shogun Stormtrooper”; plastic bonsai 46 x 99 1/4 x 19 inches 

STEINBACH ON EBAY 

HS: eBay is this collective of non-hierarchy where you can access anything you want at any time. You’re not 
going to be more prejudiced and say, “I’m not going to look for this because that’s low. It’s low art. It’s not 
important, it’s not worth my time. I’m going to go to the Artnet, and look at great art. I’m going to look at this, 
because I have values and standards. Why waste an hour looking for all kinds of stupid stuff on eBay?” But what 
if you let yourself just go for a few hours and look at the stupid stuff that shows up there? What do you make out 
of that? What do you find? What do you learn? 

– 

HS: I know artists who are constantly on eBay collecting images for their work. I do very little of that. I’m on 
eBay all the time: I’m on it when I walk down the street and bump into a rock on the ground. I look at it and I 
say, “What is it? Why is it here? What kind of rock is it?” There’s this instant awareness when you hit 
something, you realize that you’re living in a picture world – eBay and the computer is already in your mind, and 
you’re ahead. 

PJ: You know, a while back I asked an artist friend how he looks when he’s searching for material on the web. 
And he said [paraphrasing], “When you read a newspaper, you’re looking at the column of the text. If you’re 
browsing in a context, in an art context, you’re looking at everything. You’re not just looking at the object. 
You’re looking at how everything is placed in the browser. You’re looking at everything in the screen.” And I 
wonder whether there’s some similarity between that process and the process of walking down the street and 
looking at everything and looking at it without hierarchical concerns. They sound sort of similar to me. 

HS: Well, here’s the difference. To preserve ourselves, it’s our nature to look at things with hierarchical 
concerns, whether those are based on belief and religion, or on language that we brought, or on whether we are 
literate or illiterate. The tools that we have control the way that we engage the world. We all have internal 



restrictions that are already part of us, and they make us focus on certain things in a world where you can see 
everything. 

 

Haim Steinbach, "Western Hills", 2011 Plastic laminated wood shelf; ceramic cookie jar; aluminum garbage 
can; wooden stacking toy 41 x 21 1/2 x 62 1/4 inches 

STEINBACH ON THE INTERNET 

The Internet of course is a venue that we didn’t have back in the 60s. We now live in a world where we are 
seeing much more and having many more open doors than in the past. We have access to all of this information 
and it really has our minds going at a much greater speed. There are many more things taken in and spat out. It’s 
a kind of democratization, you could say. This is a great liberation, it allows people to have unexpected 
opportunities to communicate.. But it also brings problems with it. For me, there’s something important about 
encountering an object or an event in real time, in real space. 

STEINBACH ON BEING CONDITIONED  

A child’s toy is not just a toy – it’s a device. It’s not just a cylindrical kind of pyramid with beautiful colors and 
sections. It is a device through which the child is internalizing a system that we invented. The toy talks about 
geometry and measurements before it’s explained in a geometry class. We are not growing in the jungle, under 
banana leaves. We are growing in geometrical homes, and relating to those kinds of spaces, which are reflecting 
themselves in those toys. 
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